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Bela Fleck to
perform at
Lovett Friday
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wmer
e prepared to be transported to a continent
you've never experienced before as Bela Fleck and
the Africa Project perform at 8
p.m. Friday in Murray State
Universty's Lovett Auditorium.
Fleck is often considered the
premier banjo player in the
world. He is
known
not
only for playing in the bluegrass genre for
which
the
banjo is most
associated, but
for jazz and
other
many
genres.
He
Flock
released
his
first solo album in 1980,joined
the progressive bluegrass band
New Grass Revival in 1982 arid
formed the Flecktones in 1989,
which has entertained audiences
worldwide ever since.
-Throw Down Your Heart" is
the third volume in Fleck's
"Tales From the Acoustic
Planet" series and is composed
of on-location collaborations
with musicians from Uganda.
Tanzania, Senegal, Mali, South
Africa and Madagascar. On his
trip, Fleck explored the African

Airport
gets new
AWOS
System
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By The Associated Press
Thursday...Mostly
sunny.
Highs in the mid 30s. Northwest
winds 5 mph.
Thursday
night . Partly
cloJdy. Lows around 19.
Nolheast wines 5 mph.
Friday Mostly cioudy. Highs
in the mid 30s. East winds 5
mph in the morning shifting to
the southwest in the afternoon.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of light
snow Lows in the mid 20s
West winds 5 mph.
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Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins looks to an overhead projection of some county accomplishments at
the Chamber of Commerce Business@ Breakfast Wednesday. Elkins and Murray Mayor Danny Hudspeth (pictured
at right, seated) were two of the main speakers at the event, which was held in the Curns Center Ballroom

City officials say to be ready for
sacrifice at annual community talk
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray city officials had a
very different message from
the Calloway County JudgeExecutive at the Chamber of
ettrunerce's annual State of
the
Community
Business@Breakfast
Wednesday.
Judge-Executive
Larry
Elkins said that in his 12th
year in office. he had much

good news to support. With
the recent passing ol the first
anniversary of the ice storm,
he said he was reminded how
well the community handled
the crisis. He said that while
he hoped to never experience
anything like that again, he
was in a way glad it happened
because he knows how well
emergency responders can
handle a disaster of that caliber. He added that the county had reimbursed for 90 percent of the cleanup costs and
he expected to get most of
other costs recouped as well.
Elkins said he was proud to
report that this was the first
year county residents didn't
have to pay a jail tax because
the bond had been paid off

eight years ahead of schedule. He said that there was a
lot of criticism when the jail
was first financed. but that he
thought that decision had
proved to be the right one.
Elkins said he was also glad
that the Sheriff's Department
had more room and better
parking access now that it
had moved into the previous
location of the Health
Department. He said that less
than $20,000 had been spent
on the move, vvhich was
impressive when one thinks
about so many government
buildings being constructed
at costs of a million dollars or
more. He also noted that
Calloway' County Fire and
Rescue now had 11 substa-

tions and he believed it to be
the best rural fire department
in the state.
Elkins said he was proud to
report that Calloway County
had the lowest unemployment rate in the region at 7.5
percent and the second lowest
in the state. He said the county's plants and factories had
withstood the recession well
and that the community's
education resources have
played a key role in that. He
said the county had some of
the lowest taxes in the region.
which he believed was a big
contributing factor in its relatively low unemployment. He
said
the
Economic

II See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kyle-Oakley Field will get a neW
electronic weather observation system
soon that will bring another piece of
critial safety. equiptnent at MurrayCalloway County Airport up to date.
Members of the airport's board of
directors voted Wednesday to accept a
$59.000 bid from Advance Weather
Inc. tor installation ot an automates'
weather observation system(AWOS)to
replace the cun-ent system. Board
Chairman Jim Fain and airport manager Johnny Parker told board members
the current equipment is reliable and
ss(irking. but aging and should be
replaced soon and recommended the
move The bid was one of two receiwrici;
the other costing about $70,000 for
what Fain and Parker said was basical-.
ly the same equipment.
A S75,(XX) federal grant through the
Federal Aviation Administration has
been secured to pay for the installation.
AWOS provides data concerning wind
speed and direction. barometric pressure, visibility, flight ceiling and other
important information to pilots. A mon-

II See Page 2A

East Coast digs
out from storm
for record books
PATRICK WALTERS
Associated Press Witter
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Utility
crews rumbled along icy roads working
to restore power to more than 100,000
customers from Virginia to New Jerse3i
and snowbound airports resumed limit:
ed operations Thursday, a day after a
powerful StOlni dist upted the lives of 50
million people from the southern plains
up through the East Coast.
Many schools systems in the path of

II See Page 2A

MSU's Hopkinsville Regional
Campus has new director
By Bob hicGaugboy
MSU Public Relations
Slone Cansler of Hopkinsville
became the director of the
University'
Murray
State
Regional Campus and the
offices at Fort Campbell, effective Feb. 1. She succeeds Mike
Freels. the director of the
Henderson Regional Campus,
who had served as interim director.
A graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor's
degree in journalism and master's degree in mass communications, she was the advertising
director of the Fort Campbell
Courier prior to taking the director's position.
Her other media experience
includes publisher anti general
manager of the News Democrat
& Leader in Russellville. advertising manager for the Mun-ay

Ledger & Times, editor of the
McLean County News in
Calhoun, staff writer for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
and reporter/graphic designer
for the Madisonville Messenger.
As a reporter/editor she won
several awards in the Kentucky
Press Association news-editonal
annual competition and as the
advertising director of the
Ledger & Times, she won several awards in the annual KPA
advertising contest.
Cansler has also been an
adjunct professor in advertising
at Murray State University and
advertising manager of the
Murray State News as a graduate student.
She has been a member of the
Russellville Rotary Club and the
Association of the United States

111 See Page 2A

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Tones
STORYTIME: Nyra, played by Paige Taylor. stands over a steaming cauldron in the opening
minutes of "The Jungle Book." The play, presented by Murray State University's Department
of Theatre, runs this week and is having several daytime shows for regional schools. Winter
weather caused a few of the shows to be canceled. but director Pamela judd said they have
added additional shows to accommodate everyone.

When: SUII. It+. 14, 2010
12:00 p m.-4:00 p.m.
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•Bela Fleck ...

II Airport AWOS

to do a tour with this material?
From Front
FLECK: Yes, that is the tour
origins of the banjo, the proto- we are on now. We are doing 33
type of which was brought to shows in about 37 days! The
American shores by African tour is going incredibly well, as
slaves. The album is a compan- of this writing we have done 4
ion to the award-winning film of shows. I have done 3 different
the same name. which Fleck and tours already with different
director Sascha Paladino have musicians, this is number 4.
screened at festivals nationwide.
MLT: Tell me a bit about the
and which played last weekend musicians you've assembled for
at MSU's Cinema International the Africa Project.
series. Transcending barriers of
FLECK: Anania Ngoliga is
language and culture, Fleck an incredible blind thumb piano
and
finds conunon ground on the player
singer from
album and in the film with Tanzania. He is a virtuoso play
musicians ranging from local er and singer. He is accompavillagers to international super- nied by a fine singer/guitarist
stars such as the Malian diva named John Kitime.
Bassekou Kouyate plays the
Oumou Sangare.
In advance of Friday's show, n'goni. which is the banjo of
the Murray Ledger & Times e- Mali. He has a band with 4 n'gomailed some questions to Fleck nis of various sizes, percussionabout what audiences can ists and a great lady singer. They
expect at the show, which are on a quest to get the work
should prove to be an exotic and out about the n•goni and their
eclectic collection of perform- music. The band is called
ances with an array of diverse N'goni Ba, and they rock. I also
African musicians. For tickets, have the great american fiddler
visit www.ticketmaster.com or Casey Driessen with us, so we
can really blend the different
call 1-800-745-3000.
MLT: According to your Web ‘A'odds.
MLT: Vv'hat kinds of unusual
site, you began playing the
instruments
can the audience
banjo when you were 15 years
expect to see played at Fraday's
old after being "awed" by the
concert?
talents of Lester Flatt and Earl
FLECK: N'gonis, Calabash,
Scruggs. How did you first
ilimba, cello banjo, etc
become exposed to their music
MLT: There is a moving
and other bluegrass legends?
scene in the film in which a man
FLECK: I first heard them on
tells you where the phrase,
the Beverly Hillbillies show. I
"Throw down your heart,"
was very small, but it lit the
comes from. People who were
fuse.
brought to the shore of Tanzania
MLT: I just saw "Throw
to board slave ships headed to
Down Your Heart" at Murray
the Middle East were advised to
State University's Cinema
throw down their hearts because
International. For the uninitiat- they would never
see their
ed, could you describe some of homes again. Did you
know at
the defining characteristics or the moment you heard the story,
biggest differences between the that this would be the title of the
music or musicians you encoun- album and documentary, or had
tered in Uganda, Tanzania, you heard about it before?
Gambia and Mali?
FLECK: I knew that it was an
FLECK: 'The rhythms are amazing image, and it stuck
quite different in east and west with me through the whole trip.
africa, and even in different In the end it seemed to be the
parts of the same countries. only possible title.
Mali has a strong blues element
MLT: Finally, are there any
and a lot of improvising, the other "Acoustic Planet" projects
Gambians I played with were you're thinking about pursuing
more like folk musicians, in the future?
Tanzania was very trancey, etc.
FLECK: Well. there are so
MLT: How long ago did you many possibilities, as the world
start thinking about traveling to is so nch with music in so many
Africa to make the album and foreign lands and our own. I
what were some of the steps that could see the series of films and
led to you finally making the recordings continue with more
trips around the world. My next
journey?
FLECK: 1 have wanted to do project is with the great Zakir
this for a long time, but the idea Hussain and Edgar Meyer (also
really crystallized when I first great!). It is a blending of Indian
heard Malian music in the early Classical
Music, Western
2000s. Then the Flecktones Classical and whatever is is that
decided to take a year off, and 1 Edgar and I do! Also right now I
suddenly had a big hole - some have self released a second CD
space to fill with something big. of music from my trip to Africa.
I decided to go to Africa.
It is only available on line at
MLT: Since "Throw Back www.BelaFleck.com, (not even
Your Heart" was essentially part i-Tunes so far) and hard copies
three of "Tales from the at the concerts only. I arn
Acoustic Planet," I'm assuming Twittering for anyone who is
you planned from the beginning interested, at belafleckbanjo.

▪ MSU director ...
office serve students who reside
From Front
primarily in the Kentucky coun(AUSA) ties of Christian, Todd and
Arrriy
Kentucky'Tennessee chapter
Trigg, as well as Montgomery
She served as the public rela- County in Tennessee.
tions chainnan for the Amencan
Seven undergraduate degree
Cancer Society Relay for Life in programs, nine master's degree
Murray
programs and various other
Cansler, and her husband courses are offered through the
Nick, have two children - Cole Hopkinsville Regional Carnpus.
and Katie.
For more inforrnation, contact
The Hopkinsville Regional the Hopkinsviile campus at
Campus and the Fort Campbell (.270) 707-1525.

From Front
itor scicen that will be placed in
the pilot's lounge at Hamp
Erwin Terminal will be provided
as part of the installation so flyers can be aware of the latest
weather information before
take-off.
However the board chose not
to install new omni-directional
approach lighting systems
(ODALS I at this time. Fain said
he needed some tirne to apply

'oes-rr

members chose to wait to see if
funding could be obtained to
pay for the project.
Afterward, board members
tabled a motion to use airport
funds to paint and seal the facility's oldest hangar. Two bids
ranging from $8,800 to $19,000
were considered. Fain said he
would seek a state grant that
could pay for the project. The
board could have proceeded to
complete the project with its
own funds and seek reimburse-

this time.
Also, the board approved
financial report that included

From Front
Development Corporation was positioned well to recruit new industries when the economy picks back up.
Among the county's goals are getting funding for energy efficiency projects, making improvements to the animal shelter and to fund
some Need Line projects. He also said he was happy that the new
bridges over Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley would be coming in
the next few years because he had been told many times that someone his age should not expect to ever drive on them.
Before sitting down, Elkins couldn't resist ribbing the city over its
finances as he set the stage for Murray Mayor Danny Hudspeth.
"Now we'll hear from Mayor Hudspeth ... and he'll tell us whether
we need a payroll tax or some other kind of tax."
Hudspeth told the crowd that officials recognized that the city's
expenditures were outpacing its revenue sources and that they.
couldn't move forward and rely on its reserves. He said that if
Murray wanted to continue to be the city its citizens loved and be
progressive, some sacrifices would have to be made.
"We could become some of these surrounding communities, but I
don't think we want that," he said, adding, "One way or another,
Judge, we're pmbably going to get in somebody's pocket.Hudspeth handed the program over to Finance Director Alan
Lanier, who presented a slide show of the city's comprehensive revenue study. Lanier said this was the ninth time he had shown the
presentation to community groups and that small changes had been
made each time. He said there were many benefits to employees that
were mandated by the state which the city has no control over. He

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. today
(Thursday) in City Hall
Members will vote on an
appointment for the eighth
position of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Board, which has a four-year
term ard ends March 31,
2014. There will also be a.
resolution authorizing the
Mayor to execute documents
for an amendment to an
agreement betweer the
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet and the City of
Murray for the Murray
Independent Schools Safe
Routes to School project in
the amount of $250,000.
The
Finance/Personnel
Committee will also meet at
6:15 p.m. to discuss budget
varlances
and
funding
sources.

• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Correction
A headline in Tuesday's Ledger
& Times was incorrect in saying
that John Weatherly. retired from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after 20 years. It should have said
28 years.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To repon a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.
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eral fund dollars and $23,834 in
savings. The airport also collected about $28,000 in payment,
from renting part of its proper,y
for farming use for 2009.

said payroll expenses were projected to increase between $250.0iii!
arid S400,000 in the next eight years. He said a deficit had been budgeted for several years and that the 2010 budget had $840,0(X) alto:
cated to be pulled out of the reserve account.
As he has done in each presentation. Lanier pointed out that the
city's main sources of revenue from property taxes, insurance premium taxes arid vehicle license taxes were uneven. He said the property tax was more than most nearby communities and accounted for
almost twice as much as the insurance prernium tax, which in turn
accounted for almost twice as much as city- sticker revenue. He once
again pointed out that people who conunute to woit in Murray were
affected much less than people who live in Murray and those who
live and work in Murray. He said that as the ctty prepares to hold its
final public meeting to discuss the city's future at 6 p.rn. March 1 at
the Robert O. Miller Conference Center, citizens might want to consider whether or not they would like to see that tax bun:len spread
more evenly.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital hosted the breakfast and hospital CEO Keith Bailey said 'the grand opening of the expansion
would be Sunday, March 21. He said the hospital was doing very'
well with recruitment and had 20 employees that weren't there three
years ago. He said the hospital was also celebrating the 100th
anniversary of the openine of the original Mason Memorial
Hospital. He closed by thanking MCCH board chairwoman Sharon
Furches, who will be leaving the board soon. for her years of service.

East coast storm ...

From Front

at Philadelphia
International
Airport on Thursday. morning
and a second should open by 9
a.m,, said airport spokeswoman
Victoria Lupica.
All three New York area airports were back in service,
although many flights still
remained canceled.
In Philadelphia, road crews
worked to clear Interstate 76 and
1-676, which closed Wednesday
to leave the city of 1.5 million
residents with only one usable
major
artery.
Authorities
reopened the two routes
Thursday morning.
The D.C. Department of
Transportation urged motorists
to stay off city streets Thursday
morning to keep them clear for
emergency response, tree and
road crews.
Emergency officials in eastem
Pennsylvania reported more
than 200 vehicles, mostly
trucks,
were
stranded
Wednesday along 1-78. Officials
said gasoline, food and water
were delivered to the stranded
drivers before plows could clear
paths for them by midnight, but
the roadway remained closed on
Thursday.

Marlin
Manor Hoi

about S7,800 in construction
funds on-hand, $22,340 in gen-

•Chamber •••

This Valentine's
Day Give Someone
A "Pizza" Your Heart!
Large 1-Topping Heart-Shaped Pizza

for another plait that may help
pay for new systetns. Two bids
were also considered for
ODALS installation ranging
between $66,000 and $94,000.
However the AWOS was considered more critical than the
ODALS. Fain told board members the ODALS could be purchased with money on hand
with the hope that federal reimbursement may follow. Board

Matte I
ment, but chose not to do so al

blizzard
But Wednesday's
quickly became a serious safety
concem. The Pennsylvania governor shut down some highway's
and warned that people who
drove were risking their lives.
As of Wednesday, Baltimore
had 72.3 inches so far this wicrter, the Washington area had
54.9 inches and Philadelphia
had 70.3 inches. The previous
records for snowiest winters
were 62.5 inches in Baltimore iri
1995-.96; 54.4 inches in
Washington in 1898-99: and
65.5 inches in Philadelphia in
1995-96.
Electric crews in New Jersey
were working to restore power
to about 46,000 homes and businesses that lost electricity.
More than 70,000 utility cuitomers in Pennsylvania were
without power. Some never got
it back after the last storm. More
than 11,000 customers in
Virginia were still in the dark. In
New
York,
Consolidated
Edision reported over 700 out:
ages Thursday morning, with
the majority in Manhattan.,
Queens and Brooklyn.
In West Virginia, 800 National
Guardsmen were helping to
clean up after the state's latest
winter storm.
But the news wasn't all bad.
Washington has not had a homiL
cide in a week. Ski areas were
doing brisk business, when people could get to them. And private contractors were making
money plowing driveways and
parking lots.

the storm remained closed for a
seond day, including in
Baltimore. Philadelphia and
Washington, D.C., although
Ness York City school children
headed back to class after only
their third snow day in six years.
In Washington, the federal
government was closed for a
fourth straight day. The nation's
i:apital joined Philadelphia and
Baltimore in logging their
snowiest winters in history.
Paul Kocin, a meteorologist
for the National Yi/eather Service
in Washington, D.C., said the
storm compares to some of the
greatest ever largely because of
its timing. He estimated 50 million people were affected.
"The big difference is that it
occurred within a week and a
half of three other storms,"
Kocin said. "The combination of
storms is almost unprecedented
— the amount of snow, the
amount of impact."
The latest storm dumped nearly 16 inches in Philadelphia and
about 20 inches in central New
Jersey. Totals ranged from 10 to
16 inches around New York
City.
Yue-Chung Siu, 25, got up
early to be at work at his famiIn northeast Maryland, staffers
ly's bagel store in Philadelphia at
the
Harford
County
by 5:30 a.m. Thursday. He said Emergency Operations Center
his normal 30 minute commute fielded several calls per minute
from Bensalem tumed into an from residents struggling to
hour and 45 minutes because of meet the financial demands of a
detours and poorly plowed second snowstorm just days
roads.
after the first. Otte woman called
He recalled the record-break- to say she couldn't afford to stay
ing blizzard of January 1996.
at her motel another night and
"I was a little kid, so I had a lot was about to be evicted.
Associated Press writers
of fun," Siu said. "Now, it's like Homeless shelters were full, Kathy
in
Matheson
half-fun, half-hassle."
forcing the county to pay for Philadelphia; Ula IlnytzkY:
D.C. Mayor Adrian Fenty said motel rooms for some people.
Kiley Armstrong and Jennifer
it would take another 24 hours
"We really can't have people Peitz in New York; Brett
to see a lot of normal govern- pushed out into the snow," said Zongker, Brian Bakst, Sarah
Brumfield and Ann Sanner in
ment operations.
Scott Gibson. the county's direc"Then we have a nice, long tor of human resources. "The Washington; Sarah Karush in
Va.;
Alex
weekend and the city should be motels are our second line of Alexandria.
Dominguez
in
Baltimore;
back on its feet by Tuesday," he defense."
Kathleen Miller in Arlington,
told CBS'"The Early Show."
For many families, the, first Va.; Ben Nuckols in Bel Air.
He said the city has spent at storm was a fun weekend diver- Md.;
and Dan Nephin in
least double its normal budget sion. People even went skiing Bentleyville,
Pa.. contributed to
on snow removal and expects to past Washington's monuments
tip, report.
ask the federal govenunent for
help.
The storm had halted flights
throughout the Mid-Atlantic
region, but by Thursday morning flights began to arrive at
Dulles International Airport in
The spring 2010 Skywarn weather-spotting class has been schedWashington, D.C. Both of
uled for Thursday evening Feb. 11, from 6:30 to 9 p.m. It will be
Baltimore -Washington
held in Murray State University's Freed Curd Auditorium in the
International
Thurgood Industry & Technology
Building. which is located on Chestnut
Marshall Airport's two main Street at 16th Street. The instructor
will be Christine Wielgos of the
runways reopened, but officials National Weather Service office in Paducah.
The public is invited to
warned that flight cancellations attend.
Further
information
would continue because of the
is
a!
available
storm.
www.crh.noaa.gov/pahrn=spottertraining or contact William Call
One primary runway was open at 293-0068.

Weather spotting
class offered tonight
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India to test nuke with 3,100 mile range

NEW DELHI (AP)- India
ta. is Islam:. /0, Dover, Tenn., died Monday,Feb. 8,2010, at will test a new nuclear-capable
Manor House of Dover.
missile with a range of more
An Arrny veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was than 5,000 kilometers (3,100
retired from the Tennessee Valley Authority. He was miles)in a year's time, the couna member of Iron Mountain Masonic Lodge and was try's top military scientist said
of Baptist faith. Born July 4, 1939, in Stewart Wednesday.
County,Tenn., he was the son of the late Marvin West
India's current longest-range
and Amy Elizabeth Knight Blane.
missile is the Agni-III missile
Survivors include two sons, Marlin L.(Marty) Blanc and Scotty wit range of 3,030 kilometers
Blane, and two brothers, Henry D. Blanc and Max Blanc, all of (1,900 miles), which its military
Dover; three sisters, Marcene McGee, Murray, Ky., Anna Faye Hale, test-fired on Sunday. That misAlmo, Ky., anti Miu-gie Nelson, Clarksville, Term.; three grandchil- sile is already capable of reachdren, Prestley Lynn. Bayieigh Elizabeth and Tucker Scott Blanc.
ing targets not only across hisThe funeral will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of Anglin toric rival, Pakistan, but also
Funeral Home, Dover, with Rev. Brad Epperson and Rev. Ronnie major cities in China and the
Burgess officiating. Pallbearers will be family and friends. Honorary Middle East.
pallbearers will be members of the Stewart County High School
V.K. Saraswat, India's chief
Class of 1958. Burial will follow in the Hil!crest Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday) and after 11 a.m. Friday. A Masonic service will be at 7
p.m. tonight (Thursday) at the funeral home.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - Shuttle Endeavour
irichie J. McCierkin
Richie J. McClerkin, 30, Campbellsville, fortnerly of Hiclunan arnved to a warrn welcome at
and Murray. died Tuesday, Feb. 9, 2010 at 2:37 a.m. at Taylor the International Space Station
early Wednesday, delivering a
Regional Hospital.
He received his bachelor and master degrees in agriculture from new room and observation deck
Murray State University and also was a cheerleader at MSU. He was that will come close to completa a financial services officer with the Farm Credit Services of Mid- ing construction 200 miles
America in Campbellsville and served as girls cheerleading coach above Earth.
The midnight rendezvous
for Carnpbellsville University. He had also been a teacher at Graves
County High School, Mayfield, and was a member of occurred as the two spacecraft
Campbellsville Missionary Baptist Church. He was born Oct. 12. sailed over the Atlantic, just
1979 in Hickman. His father. Ruben Rambus McClerkin, preceded west of Portugal. It took longer
than normal to lock the shuttle
him in death.
Survivors include his mother, Mary McClerkin Wilson, and station together because of
Mayfield; three brothers, Michieal McClerkin, Mayfield, Sharron the relative motion between the
McClellan. Fort Riley, Kan.. and Steve Cheirs, Hanson; one step- n.vo. The space station's five residents filled the time, before
brother, Darrian Perkins, Fulton.
The funeral will be Saturday at noon in the gymnasium of Fulton their guests came aboai-d, by tryCounty High School. Rev. James Roberson %Olt officiate. Burial will ing out camera angles and interfollow in the Hickman City Cemetery, Hickman. Visitation will be viewing one another.
"What are you expecting
at the Strong Funeral Home at Hickman from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday and
from the shuttle?" Japanese
at the gym after 10 a.m. Saturday.
astronaut Soichi Noguchi asked
Russian cosmonaut Maxim
Mrs. Emma Jean Franks
cucumbers,"
The funeral for Mrs. Emma Jean Franks will be Friday at 1 p.m. Suraev. "My
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.. Rev. Suraev replied, getting a big
Richard Edmiston will officiate. Pallbearers will be Terry laugh.
The two crews shook hands
Blackburn, Este Yancy, Mac Westbay, Chris Rose, Jim Lowe, Mark
Ellis and Denis Barton. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial and embraced when the hatches
each
G'ardens. Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday) at ttte finally. opened, greeting
tunerai home. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Franks, 71, Murray. died Tuesday. Feb. 9, 2010, at 1.15
p.m. at her home.
She was rnanied Sept. 17, 1968, to James Louis Franks who died
A'ASH1NGTON tAP -Apnl 20, 2006. Born April 29. 1938 in Dyersburg, Tenn., she was Gallbladder surgery is usually' a
the daughter of the late Ed Kirk and Elizabeth Walton Riley. Also very safe operation, but a powpreceding her in death were one sister. Shelia Shawver. and five erful congressman's death is a
brothers, Tom. Paul Ed and Morris Kirk, and James Herbert and retninder of the known risks.
Quinion Eugene Riley.
Well over half a million peoSurvivors include one daughter, Teresa Ann (Lisa) Gibson. ple have their gallbladders
Finley, Term.; two stepdaughters. Penny Hatley. Halls, Tenn., and removed annually, most of them
Tarnmy Faye Ladd and husband, Jeff, Newbern, Tenn.; two step- minimally invasively just as the
sons, James Louis Franks Jr. and wife, Kellie, and Tony Michael late Rep. John Murtha, D-Pa.
Franks and wife, Michelle, all of Churchton, Tenn.; one sister, Mary
Complications are rare. But
Jane Riley, Newbern, fenn.; one brother, Emest Riley Sr. and wife, they include nicking the intesAnnie. Murray. 12 grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
tine, liver or bile duct as doctors
struggle to squeeze an inflamed
gallbladder through a tiny openMrs. Ruby Lorene Hicks
The funeral for Mrs. Ruby Lorene Hicks will be Friday at 1 p.m. ing in the abdomen. And if an
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Derrick Williams intestine or bile duct is perforatand Bro. Roy. Yoakem will officiate. Burial will follow in the Lone ed, spotting it quickly can mean
Oak Cemetery' in Calloway County. Visitation will be at the funeral the difference between survival
or death from massive infection.
home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
"Every hour we delay diagExpressions of sympathy may be made to Russell Chapel United
nosis, the chance of overwhelmMethodist Church, 229 Rowlett Trail. Murray. KY 42071.
Mrs. Hicks, 87. Murray, died Wednesday., Feb. 10, 2010, at ing sepsis goes up," said Dr.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was retired from Murray Kevin Olcien, a gastroenteroloState University Food Service and was the oldest member of Russell
Chapel United Methodist Church. Preceding her in death were her
husband, Clarence Hicks: her parents, Bryan and Vera Nelson
Nanney; one brother James Nanny; one sister, Everaline Washburn.
LONDON (AP) - Britain
Survivors include her son, Jerry Hicks and his fnuicee Ann
was forced by an appeals court
Jackson, Murray; also nieces and nephews.
Wednesday to reveal a longsecret description of how a forJohn Omer Kough
suspect was beatA private fiunily service will be in the chapel of Bym Funeral mer ezrrorism
and deprived of
shackled
en.
the
in
be
will
Burial
officiate.
will
Gensic
Mayfield.
Home,
by
Burnetts Chapel Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home sleep during interrogations
U.S. agents.
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Ethiopia-born British resiMr Kough, 84, Farmington, died Sunday, Feb. 7, 2010, at
Binyam Mohamed was
dent
retired
the
was
He
Tenn.
Nashville,
Center,
Medical
Vanderbilt
in Pakistan in 2002, and
arrested
owner and operator of Kough Equipment Inc.
tortured there and in
Preceding him in death were his parents, Omer and Alma Lee says he was
being flown to
Kimble Kough. Survivors include his wife, Mara Kough, to whom Morocco before
Bay and charged
Guantanamo
and
Kough
L.
Johnny
son,
one
years;
61
for
married
been
had
he
plotting with al-Qaida to
wife, Martha, and one daughter, Carol Ann Wood and husband, Jim, with
apartment
all of Farmington: five grandchildren. Patrick Kough and wife, bomb American
Barbara, Murray, and Amanda Diel and husband, Joe, Adam Kough buildings.
seven-paragraph
The
and wife, Candice, James Wood and Jason Wood, all of Farmington;
judge's summaa
is
description
nine great-grandchildren.
ry of classified information
shared by the CIA with the UK's
MI5 intelligence service during
Mohamed's questioning in
Pakistan in May 2002.
British government has
repeatedly denied complicity in
torture, and claimed that revealing the information would damNEW YORK (AP) - cent in January, 2.1 percent in
age U.S.-British intelligence
Arnericans backed off from hol- December and 0.2 percent in
cooperation.
iday spending in January, but November compared with a year
Mohamed's lawyers claimed
figretail sales rose for a third month earlier. The year-over-year
seven paragraphs prove that
the
in a row compared with a year ures are not seasonally adjusted. the U.S. and British governspendof
pace
modest
gas
a
is
"It
of
because
largely
earlier,
ments were complicit in extractprice hikes, according to figures ing," said Kamalesh Rao, direc- ing evidence against him
released Wednesday by a key tor of economic research for through torture. They have been
Advisors'
MasterCard
data service.
fighting for access to the docuIncluding goods from food to SpendingPulse. "Consumers are ments
The
with
along
caves,
their
to
clothing to gasoline - hut not going back
Associated Press and other news
excluding cars - U.S. retail but they are not spending organizations.
sales rose 3.6 percent from aggressively either."
The paragraphs posted on the
With consumer spending - Web site of the British Foreign
January 2009, according to
Advisor's including major items like Office after the court decision
MasterCard
SpendingPulse. which offer an health care-accounting for 70 say Mohamed was subjected to
estimate of spending in all forms percent of U.S. economic activi- "cruel, inhuman and degrading
ty, according to the government, treatment by the United States
including cash.
That increase followed a 4.8 economists watch it closely for authonties," including sleep
percent gain in December and a clues on what lies ahead.
deprivation, shackling and
SpendingPulse's month-to- threats resulting in mental stress
2.1 percent gain in November,
according to SpendingPulse. month figures- which are sea- and suffering, during interviews
Excluding both gas and auto sonally adjusted and include by U.S. authorities.
They' conclude that the parasales, retail sales rose 0.3 per- gasoline but exclude autos.

military scientist, said the new
missile, Agni-V, would be a
land-based system with a range
of over 5,000 kilometers (3.100
miles).
"Agni-V is out of the drawing board. We are aiming for a
flight trial in a year's time,"
Saraswat told reporters.
Agni means 'fire' in the
Sanskrit arid Hindi languages.
Both versions of the Agni would
be able to carry I.5-ton conventional or nuclear warheads.
The plan for a longer range
missile underscores India's
arnbition to assert itself as a
global power.

Pakistan
nval
Nuclear
longest-range missile which has
been tested in a field exercise,
Shaheen 11, has a range of 2,000
kilometers (1,250 miles).
Saraswat said the Agni-III
was ready to be inducted by the
arrny. He said it was 100 percent
Indian technology and most
parts had been manufactured by
domestic industries.
India's homegrown missile
arsenal also includes the shortrange Prithvi ballistic missile.
the medium-range Akash. the
anti-tank Nag and the supersonic Brahmos missile, developed
jointly with Russia.

Neighbors India and Pakistan
have fought three wars since
they gamed independence from
Britain in 1947.
The two sides began talks
airned at resolving their differences over the Himalayan
region of Kashmir and other disputes in 2004. India put the
peace pmcess on hold soon after
terrorist attacks in Mumbai in
November 2008, which India
blamed on the Pakistan-based
militant group Lashkar-e-Taiba.
India recently offered to
restart peace talks, though
Pakistan has yet to formally
accept.

Space Shuttle Endeavor docks wall space station
other with "good to see you- and team.
Endeavour's crew will spend
"how goes it" while floiting
more than a week at the space
inside the space station.
Space station commander station, installing the compartJeffrey Williams said he was ments- worth about $400 milhappy to see his friends-"real- lion - and helping with space
ly happy because we haven't station maintenance.
This represents the last major
sven many people other than the
construction work at the orbiting
crew for a long time."
The shuttle's six astronauts outpost. Once the room. named
were impressed with what they Tranquility, and the observation
deck are in place. the station will
SaW.
"We couldn't believe how be 98 percent complete.
Before docking. Zamka guidspectacular and shiny the space
station was." said Endeavour's ed Endeavour through a 360degree back flip so two of the
conunander. George Zarrika.
Back at Mission Control, space stauon crew could photoNASA said that standard checks graph the shuttle's belly with
hadn't revealed any launch dam- zoom lenses. The photos were
age so far. All the pictures and transmitted immediately to
information collected dunng the Mission Control so experts can
first two days of the flight irtdi- scour the images for any scrapes
cate Endeavour suffered no seri- or holes.
A few pieces of foain insulaous damage dunng Monday's
liftoff. But the analysis is con- tion came off the external fuel
tinkling, and a few hundred pho- tank during the launch, but none
tos takea from the space station appeared to strike Endeavour.
T'he only oddity in the picfinal
Endeavour's
during
approach will yield additional tures from orbit was a protruddata, said LeRoy Cain, chairman ing seal on the top of the left
of the niission management wing. The seal is part of a door

tor an access panel; about 4
inches of the 2- to 3-foot seal is
sticking out.
Cain said the flapping seal
poses no concern. but engineers
will look into the matter to find
out how it happened. Mission
Control asked the station crew to
take pictures of the seal, as the
shuttle performed its somersault.
As for the rest of the wings
arid nose- the most vulnerable
parts of the shuttle during reentry - the laser inspection
conducted earlier in the day by
the astronauts was coming up
empty'. "Nothing that threw any
unusual flags for us," Cain told
reporters late Tuesday afternoon.
The ngorous checks were put
in place following the 2003
Columbia disaster.
are
spacewalks
Three
planned to hook up the 23-foot
Tranquility - named after the
Apollo 11 moon landing site and the seven-windowed dome.
l'he first will get under way
Thursday night.

Murtha death a reminder of surgery risks
gist at Washington Hospital
Center --- who wasn't involved
in the congressman's care at two
nearby hospitals.
Moreover, the risk of complications rises with age. and when
doctors must remove what they
call a "hot gallbladder," one
already inflamed or diseased.
In a younger person, a less
diseased gallbladder is similar to
a boiled egg, and can just slide
out fairly easily, Olden said. But
an older or sicker gallbladder
more resembles a prune that ha.s
to be peeled off surrounding tissue, making removal a bigger
challenge.
Murtha, 77, was first hospitalized with gallbladder problems in mid-December at the
National Naval Medical Center,
and eventually had his gallbladder removed there. Then on Jan.

31, a few days later, he came to
another hospital's emergency
room with a fever and infection.
The Virginia Hospital Center in
Arlington, Va.. said he died
there Tuesday from "major complications from surgery" at the
first hospital.
His family is not revealing
details, but a longtime friend,
Rep. Bob Brady, D-Pa.. has said
Murtha's large intestine was
damaged dunng the gallbladder
removal. triggering the infection
It's most common to nick the
bile duct that connects the gallbladder and liver. That can often
be repaired with minimally
invasive surgery, resealing it to
stop leakage of bile and treating
any infection with antibiotics
Nicking the liver seldom is
life-threatening; it's a solid

organ.
Nicking the intestine is an
especially rare event. A small
hole sometimes will reseal on its
own, and the intestine's folds
can hide a perforation, leading
to delayed diagnosis.
But a pertoration means bacterial-laden intestinal contents
start leaking into the abdomen,
which is supposed to be sterile.
and can require open surgery
both to fix the leak and to literally cleanse the abdominal cavity;
Olden said.
It's both a medical error and a
known risk of surgery. "It should
not happen. but sometimes,
despite everyone's best efforts.
it can happen," Olden said.
Virginia Hospital Center has
said only that Murtha received
"aggressive critical care interventions."

U.K. discloses secret data on U.S. prisoner abuse

Consumers spend
modestly in January

graphs given to M15, "made
clear to anyone reading them
that BM (Mohamed) was being
subjected to the treatment that
we have described and the effect
upon him of that intentional
treatment."
against
charges
The
Mohamed were later dropped.
Shami Chakrabarti, director
of the rights group Liberty, said
a "full and broad" public inquiry
into Bntish complicity in torture
is needed in light of the information contained in the newly
•
released paragraphs.
"It shows the British authonties knew far more than they let
on about Binyam Mohamed and
how he was tortured in U.S. custody," she said. "It is clear from
these seven paragraphs that our
authorities knew very well what
Mr.
to
happening
was
Mohamed. Our hands are very
dirty indeed:*
She said it is now evident that
British authorities were complicit in the use of torture and
benefited from it.
The appeals court decision
upheld a High Court ruling
ordenng officials to release the
sununary. The Foreign Office
appealed that ruling, but said
Wednesday it would abide by
the latest judgment.
"The wider point here is that
we stand firmly against torture
and cruel, inhuman and degeading treatment. We don't condone, collude in or solicit it."
Prime Minister Gordon Brown's
spokesman Simon Lewis told
reporters following the decision.
Foreign Secretary David
Miliband restated the govemment's backing for the principle
that "if a country shares intelligence with another, that country
must agree before its intelligence is released."

Miliband said the case "has
been followed carefully at the
highest level in the United States
with concern," and said he had
spoken to U.S. Secretary' of
State Hillary Clinton about the
judgment on Tuesday.
Miliband told the House of
Commons that a possible
restriction of intelligence sharing between the U.S. and Britain
was "of grave concern."

"It is tims early to come to this
House and say there will be no
such effect, we need to work to
ensure that is the case."
Miliband said.
Miliband pointed out that a
major reason for the judges' ruling was that details of
Mohamed's abuse have already
been made public in a U.S.
court, during a hearing about
another Guantanamo detainee.
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The merits o
eclecticism
There is an advantage to
leaming about a mix of things.
to developing eclectic interests
that will enrich one's life.
Being close-minded makes
for a very small package.
This is not to downplay
the importance of conviction,
or as the William & Mary historian James Axtell put it "to
understand all is not to forgive all." Still, the merits of
eclecticism. to develop a wide
range of interests and proficiencies. are real.
If an American traveler has
the good fortune to visit the
University of Oxford's Christ
Church College and Cathedral.
he or she will leam a lesson
in eclecticism.
The Great Hall at Christ
Church College is a rich arid
foreboding room where the dining hall scenes in the Harry
Potter films were shot.
Outside, the beautiful green
sunken college quadrangle
offers the visitor a panoramic
view of the college buildings
and of the adjoining cathedral
.: itself.
•. The magnificent cathedral
7: structure serves as the college
-: chapel as well as the Angli,
can cathedral of the Diocese
7 of Oxford.
.•
First built between 1170
.•
.:and 1190 as a priory or
. monastery church. the original
e:
structure displayed Romanesque
a:architecture--thick stone piers
and rounded arches--but Gothic accretions--beautiful stained
',;:eglass windows and pointed arch• es—were added in a later century.
sh
•
Thomas Wolsey, Ar
ir
el
.'op of York and Lord C
lor, at one time the mostf.tiow;
ei erful man in England outside
:.the king, started to build his
taCardinal's College around the
...(t.church in the sixteenth centu;ry. but when Wolsey was caught
between the king and the church
!`.• because of Henry VIII's demand
7: to the pope of a divorce from
Catherine of Aragon, Henry
stripped hirn of his property,
including the college.
*
Henry re-founded the insti:. tution as a college of his own—
:. Chri st Church College—in
1646.
Begun as a Catholic
:: church, the cathedral itself
became an Anglican church
;' after the English Reformation.
Later, in the eighteenth century. John Vi'esley. the founder
of Methodism, v..as ordained
t h• ere.
•
This eclectic Catholic and
Anglican building. both col$•
t
lege chapel and cathedral, both

Romanesque
and Gothic,
a shrine to
S
t
.
Frideswide,
the patron
of
saint
Oxford,
monument
both
to
Wolsey and Home and
to
Henry
Away
V I I 1 .
By James
remains Duane Bolin
today a mar- Ledger & Times
Columnist
vel of arch'
tecture and a
repository. of history.
Medieval in its inception,
of the Renaissance in its change
and growth. and now modern
in its attraction to tourists from
around the world, Christ Church
Cathedral remains a marvel of
eclecticism.
At the i.irne time, the place
is a testament both to religious
faith and worldly ambition.
The structure and the college that surrounds it seem to
have been all things to all people (priests and kings, cardinals and students, saints and sinners. pilgrims and awestruck
American tourists).
Christ Church Cathedral
gives new meaning to the words
of Saint Paul:
"I have become all things
to all men so that by all possible means I might save some."
To this day, visitors—Oxford
students and Oxford dons,
tourists, historians, and worshippers—all benefit from its eclectic past.
I am hopeful that my students will learn the merits of
eclecticism, that they will
become convinced of the great
benefits of a well-rounded education.
It's not that students should
tse chameleon-like, that they
should change from one persona to another, to attract friends
or to impress professors.
To be sure, there is a time
to specialize, to focus in on a
major and minor, and then to
dream about what future lies
beyond college.
But if a college education
is worth its salt, it will provide the freedom to explore.
the opportunity to spread one's
wings, the privilege of developing eclectic interests.
Whether for a building or
a person. there are merits to
eclecticism.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History' at Murray. State University. Contact
duane.bolin@murhim
at
raystate.edu

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
::not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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'Romeo and Juliet' set for Lovett Auditorium
Imagine a string of yellow
school buses lined up by the
main gate to the Murray State
University campus at 15th and
()live Streets.
About a thousand kids, ages
fourteen to eighteen, spill out
of the buses, eager to bound
up the steps of Lovett Auditorium. You might think they
are headed to a sports playoff or an Ainerican Idol tryout, but their excitement is
sparked by the prospect of seeing a live production of Shakespeare. Yes, that's THE William
Shakespeare of Stratford-uponAvFnOr the past eight years.
MSU has sponsored an annual Shakespeare Festival, prew•nted by. the touring company
from the American Shakespeare
Center from Staunton, Va. Last
year, "Hamlet" was the main
feature, and Rusty. Jones, assistant professor at MSU and chair
of the festival, remembers the
students' reactiorts vividly.
Though he was struck by
the image of animated teens
entering Lovett prior to the
pe.formance, he was more
impressed by what he saw when
he came out.
"Kids were inspired and
enthusiastic. They. were talking about the play. I overheard
one of them say. 'I never
thought Hamlet would be so
mean to Ophelia," Dr. Jones
reports, adding that the insight
is as compelling to scholars as

it is to high school audiences.
This year's main event is
"Romeo and Juliet," along with
another play. from the era, a
rollicking comedy entitled
"Knight of the Burning Pestle" by Francis Beaumont.
An array of related activities rounds out the week, including a lecture linking visual art
with theatre and history; a fencing demonstration; a panel discussion. acting workshops for
students conducted by the touring company; the most recent
film version of the play' and
a troupe of middle school students from Murray and Calloway County performing sections of "R & J."
'The festis.al kicks off on
Wednesday, February 17, with
special events scheduled every
day. The public is invited to
attend R & J on Sunday, February 21 at 7 pm. Tuesday,
February 23, at 7 pm. is reserved
for the "Knight of the Buming Pestle." General admission
is $10.
The American Shakespeare
Center is lauded for its energetic and authentic perfornr
ances. According to National
Public Radio's Bob Mondello,
their productions are known
for "blowing the cobwebs out
of Elizabethan drama."
MSU Associate Professor
Barbara Cobb agrees with the
NPR assessment. She is energized by preparations for the
festival every. yea, This year.

she is working with kids
from Murray's Playhouse in the
Park "Box
of Frogs,"
on performing
the
famous balcony scene.
She has been
Main Street
impressed
By Constance
with
the
Alexander
kids' interLedger 8, Times
pretations of
Columnist
the language
and imagery
associated with that oft-quoted
exchange. In the middle of
reading through the scene, one
of the young actors blurted.
"Romeo's a goober!" and the'
professor had to concur.
"Romeo is so stereotypically a boy in love," she says.
"And the kids love Juliet. They
recognize her strong female
voice. They wonder if she is
really so innocent and sweet.
because they hear that edge to
what she says sometimes."
Debbie Bell, MSU lecturer
and co-director of the Purchase
Area Writing Project, prepared
and distributed a package of
instructional materials to teachers in the region in conjunction with this year's offerings.
In addition, some of her MSU
students. future teachers, are
writing unit plans about Shake.pcare's works. linking ideas

in the play to contemporary
issues.
'The themes in Shakespeare
are still relevant." Debbie
declares. "Although 'Romeo &
Juliet' was written hundreds of
years ago, kids are still arguing with their parents, they are
still impetuous. Everyone enjoys
the romance of the play.
It gives us an opportunity
to taik about ehoices, and also
to see the errors of the adults
in the story," she continues.
mentioning Friar Lawrence and
the Nurse as two examples.
School groups from throughout the region will :attend
"Romeo & Juliet" during the
day on February 23 and 24,
with sponsorship from Pella
Corporation.
Additional support for the
Festival is from MSLI's Office
of Regional Stewardship & Outreach, WKMS-FM. and the College of Humanities and Fine
Arts. For a full schedule of
events associated with the Feslog
tival,
on
to
http://www.wkms.org/shakespeare.php.
More information about the
American Shakespeare Center
is available at http://www.americanshakespearecentercom/inde
x.php.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly af
constancealexander@newwave
comm.net.

Senate pushes for transparency, voter rights
FRANKFORT — The Senate pushed for government
transparency, expanded voter
participation, and the protection of private property. I
attended the Rally for Life at
the Capitol on Wednesday
where 200 people gathered to
celebrate the sanctity of life.
One of my personal highlights during every session is
die Right to Life Rally. Ever
since I came to Frankfort, 1
have aupported pro-life legislation.
It was a thrill to be with
the crowd as we celebrated life
and rallied in support of Senate Bill 38 which the Senate
passed last week requiring doctors to present a woman considering an abortion with a sonogram of the child. I co-sponsored this bill. The woman
would not be compelled to
view it. Additionally, the bill
clarifies that the mandated counseling must be done in person
and not by recorded message.
In past years, this hill has been
blocked in the House. I remain
hopeful that this year will tse
different.
In these tough economic
times, families are especially
aware of where their household revenues are budgeted to
go.
In the same way, government must be equally. accountable. This Fall, many of you
read about the questionable

expenses of the Kentucky
League of Cities (KLC) and
the Kentucky Association of
Counties(KACo). In response.
the Senate unanimously passed
two bills aimed at making government and quasi-governmental groups more accountable to
the taxpayers.
Senate Bill 40 requires all
three branches of govemment
to put their spending records
online as a searchable database by January I, 2011. The
databases would be updated
nionthly, with information in
the state's electronic accounting system would be updated
weekly'. The information would
include the amount and description of the spending, along
with any documentation available electronically.
Senate Bill 87 extends the
same requirements to the Kentucky' League of Cities and the
Kentucky Association of Counties, both funded by dues and
insurance premiums from local
governments.
In addition, SB 87 requires
an annual audit of each group's
finances, with the state's Auditor of Public Accounts given
access to the findings. SB
87also incorporates into law
some of the recommendations
made by. the Auditor including mandates for formal procurement, compensation, and
ethics policies.
The Senate also passed Sen-

ate Bill 68
which
I
sponsored.
Teachers in
the Commonwealth
are interviewed and
selected by
the principal, after
consulting
Week in
with
the
Review
school
By Sen Ken
council.
Winters
Because of
R-Murray
the importance
of
hiring effective teachers due to
the impact that teachers have
on students. principals need to
know how to recognize their
positive (and negative) characteristics. SB 68 requires the
Kentucky Department of Education, in collaboration with
the Education Professional Standards Board, to develop a
teacher selection training module to assist principals in how
to identify the quality indicators effective teachers possess.
The Senate passed Senate
Bill 123 as well. SB 123
establishes a centralized database for pawnbrokers by Kentucky State Police. In 2(K)8
the value of all property stolen
in the Commonwealth of Kentucky through larceny', burglary, motor vehicle theft, etc.
was over $130 million. Of

that sum, law enforcement in
the Commonwealth recovered
property valued at only $34
million. This is a serious loss
to Kentucky citizens and our
visiting tourists. It is a fact
that the longer it takes to locate
stolen property., the less chance
there is that it will be recovered and returned to its rightt ul owner.
A centralized
databaae,
where the pawnbrokers will
keep a register of all liens and
purchases, will help law
enforcement recover stolen
property. The legislation is a
joint effort between KSP and
pawnbrokers.
Finally, if there are lessons
to be learned from the political climate in Kentucky or in
our nation, it is that no one
wants to have their views
ignored or dismissed. No one
wants to be shut out of the
political process.
Senate Bill 53 allows Independent voters to vote in either
the Democratic or Republican
Party primaries. To assure
integrity in the process, if you
arc an Independent, you must
be registered no later than
December
I st immediately.
preceding the primary. This
assures that those voters are
committed Independents. and
are not doing something to
inappropriately influence the
primary of a party in bad faith.
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COMMUNITY

'Love Your Heroes' pancake
breakfast will be Sattcrda

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Study abroad

deadline is today

111,1 'lour Iteriii.s.
set ond annual
pancake break,ast, sponsored by thi
hapter 411 the 1 merican
Callov•av
In''smut-day from 8 too in a.m.
Red(ross
at Culver's Restaurant. Tickets can he put
Cross
chased for $5 at the door iir at the
office on the second floor of the 1%eaks
Community Center.
Proceeds will benefit the local disaster
relief and communIty programs. Other donations will he accepted. For more information
contact Jennifer %Nilson, executhe director.
at 752-1421 or e-Illail jun.:of-me:111os% as
coredeross.org

Special event Saturday

Friends of Mark, Kristie and Dustin Wells of Mtgray will be
hosting a benefit barbecue lunch on Saturday from noon to 2 p.m. at
First United Meth(xiist Church. Persons are asked to use the back
entrance. For more inforrnation call 753-4862.

DAR meeting Saturday
Captain Wendell Oury Chaptei of the Daughters of the Amenciiii
Revolution will honor two local seniors at a luncheon on Saturday
at noon at August Moon Restaurant. The students and their mothers
will be the guests of honor. Hostesses will he Wilma Beatty and
Roberta Whitley. All members and prospective members are invited.

Lost But Loved Rescue plans event
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will bc ma ro-chipping dogs for
$10 outside the Murray State University Regional Special Events
Center on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Inside the building. the
group will he selling doggie treats, ID tags and bottle cap necklaces
which are custom made and hand painted by "Pete and the Carrot"
depicting a variety of dog breeds.
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Blood River plans event
Blood River Baptist Church will hake a Sweetheart Soup & Chili
Supper and Dessert Auction on Siiiiirday at 6 p.m. at the church.
located five miles from New Cenkord on Ky. Hwy. 444. The public is invited.

Modelers club to meet Saturday
Murray Remote Control Modelers Club will meet Saturday at
9:30 a.m. in the conference room of Kyle-Oakley Field Anyone
interested in building and flying remote control aircraft is welcome
to attend.

Photo provided
AWARD PRESENTED: Terry Ward, left, KD4WCE, of Hazel
wits recently presented the "Ham of the Year Award" by the
Murray State University Amateur Radio Club. Ward was
selected for his long support of activities involving amateur
radio. especially in assisting in communications dunng the
2009 ice storm. Presenting the certificate is Bill Call. trustee of
the Radio Club.

Not quite sure about summer plans? Want to do something different and adventurous? Study abroad in Poland with a Murray State
University instructor and earn college credit for REC 311.
Leadership in Adventure Education. It is sure to be a good time, but
don't miss the apcoming application deadline, Feb. 12, 2010.
The cost of the program is $2.830 with ain'ire included or $1,380
without airfare. The program is all-inclusive with hotels, local transportation, activity fees and most meals covered in the original cost.
The group departs from Nashville, Tenn., on Monday, June 7, and
retums on Monday, June 21.
Places to visit include Krakow and Wisla in Poland, as well as
the neighboring countries of Slovakia and the Czech Republic.
Adventurous activities include a ropes course and zorbing, hiking in
the Tatry Mountains, grass skiing. white water rafting on the Orava
River. mountain biking, rock climbing and caving.
Other experiences include a tour of downtown Krakow, a visit to
the Presidents Castle and an optional tour of the Beer Museum in
Wisla. and a trip to Auschwitz. In addition, to grasp the traditional
Polish culture. students will visit with local families and enjoy side
trips off the beaten path.
Application materials are available online under the study abroad
section of International Gateways found on Murray State's homepage - www.murraystate.edu/international. For more information
contact Dr. Kelly Rogers, the instructor leading the program. at
kelly.rogers(Omurraystate.edu or the Study. Abroad Office at
urraystate.ed u
studyabroad

"Econ and Me" Workshop for elementary teachers scheduled
1 lie Kentucky Council on
Economic Education and the
Murray State University Center
for Economic Education are
teaming up to host a free event
for arca teachers of grades second through fifth on Feh. 16.
from 4-7 p.m. The workshop.
"Econ and Me," will be held at
Central
County
Graves
Elementary. 2262 St. Rt. 121
North in Mayfield.
The "Econ and Me" workshop goes along with the awardwinning DVD vide() series. The
series includes five 15-minute
video segments that are instruc-

norm' tools for teacher.. to use to
share important lessons to children about the economy.
The video series consists of
four children who each have an
imaginary friend who helps
them learn about the importance
of the economy in American
society. all the while teaching
the children about consumption,
scarcity, opportunity cost, production and interdependence.
curricuThe "Econ arid
lum and DVD is aligned with
national and Kentucky Core
Standards relating to economics
and practical living.

Teachers have an abundance
of incentives for attending this
educational workshop. It is free
of cost and teachers who attend
will receive a certificate for
three hours of professional
development. A light dinner is
included and participants will
receive 44 lesson and teaching
plans, activities and pre- and
post-tests for the students.
The curriculum is free and
teacher-friendly. The deadline
for pie-registration is Feb. 12.
Participants should register
online at www.econ.org with
their name, school, grade and e-

VFW meeting canceled
VFW Post 6291 for Murray-Calloway County is postponing its
meeting for tonight due to continued hazardous road conditions. The
post will meet Thursday, Feb. 25, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard
Armory. For more information call L. Woods at 1-270-227-6458.

Shrine Bingo is Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo %sill be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at thc club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a nde call the church office at 753-1834.

Laker Bands'events tonight
Calloway County. High and Middle School Laker Bands are
scheduled to have their chili supper and auction tonight i Thursday)
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. before the basketball games between the
Calloway Lakers and Murray Tigers and Calloway Lady Lakers and
Murray Lady Tigers basketball teams. The public is urged to attend
•' the fund-raising event.

Digital classes are scheduled
Digital Photography Class 101 will be Friday from 9:30 to I I
a.m. at the Calloway County Extension Office at 310 South 4th St..
Murray. Digital Photography Class 102 will be at the same hours on
Friday. Feb. 19. Terry Little will be the presenter. There arc no
charges and the public is invited. Call the extension office at 7531452 to register.

Special event Saturday
Glitzy Beauty Pageant for girls of all ages from 0 to 18 years will
he Saturday at 11 a.m. at the Miller Golf Course. For more information call 293-6516.

Relay for Life team plans event
The 8th Wonders Relay for Life Team will have a rebate day and
night today (Thursday) at Mr. Gattis.

Relay for Life plans bake sale
The Murray Bank Relay for Life Tearn will have a Valentine's
Day Bake Sale at both the North and South branches all day on
Friday.

Chocolate & Delights planned
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The eighth annual Evening of Chocolate & Delights will be
Thursday, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house
at 704 Vine St., Murray. Sponsor of the event is the Kappa
Department of the MWC.Tickets are S5 in advance and may he purchased at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce or
from members of the department. Tickets will be $7 at the door.
Proceeds will benefit the CASA (Court Appointed Special
Advocate) program of Calloway County.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter /469 will meet uxlay
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County, Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each 'Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or '877447-2004.

Snider will present recital tonight at MSU
baritone Jeffrey
Guest Art
Snider and pianist. Marie Taylor
will give a recital featuring "Art
Schubert.
of
Songs"
'TchaikiivSky. Renaldo Hahn.
iuid Sidney. Homer in the per•
forming arts hall on the Murray
State campus at 7:30 p.m
tonight (Thursday) The publik
is invited.
Snider, a native of Buffalo.
N.Y.. received both bachelor'.
and master's degrees from
Indiana University. He received
thc doctor of musical arts degree
from the University of North
Texas in 1996. In 1998 he
retumed to the UNT as an associate professor in the College of
Music and now serves as chair
of the Division of Vocal Studies.
Jeffrey' Sr4der
Recent operatic roles include
the Count di Luna in Verdi's II with Oklahoma State University
Trovatore in El Paso, Germont and Boston Avenue United
in I,a Traviata with the Methodist Church in Tulsa, the
Masterworks Festival in Winona baritone solo in Orff's Carmina
Lake. Indiana. and the Father in Burana with the Knoxville.
Hansel and Gretel with "The Tennessee and Corpus Christi
I.i% ing Opera" in Rik hardson. In Symphony. Orchestras. the banMay of 2005 he placed second tone solos in Vaughan Williams'
in Opera New York's inaugural Hodie with the South Arkansas
"Chester Ludgin American Symphony Orchestra. and the
Verdi Baritone Competition," Durufle
and
Requiem
singing before a panel that Mendelssohn's
Erste
Die
included opera stars Placido Walpurgisnacht with the Tulsa
Domingo. James Morris and Oratorio Society.
Regina Resnick.
He is the baritone soloist on
Dr. Snider's recent concert the Klavier recording of Orff's
appearances include the title Carmina Burana with the
role in Mendelssohn's Elijah University of North Texas Wind

MHS yearbooks available

Murray High School has overstocked yearbooks for sale at .1
reduced pnce. Classes of 2001, 2004. 2005. 2006 and 2008 are
available for $20. There are still a few 2009 yearbooks available for
$40. These yearbooks may be purchased in the high school office.
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Our Registered
•
Bridal Couples: •
Brittany Arnett
4
& Corey Perkins •

up*
••
•
•

•

Leigh Haverstock
& Darnir Maric

Heather Henson
& Wes Claiborne
Laura Ur,ell
& Neal Buchanan

Lauren Nix

•

Carlin Courtney
& Tyler Wolfe

•

MURRAY
ire 753-1725
1-800-4724852

Elm Cirove Bar:1st Church
will sponsor a 'Tree Couple.
Date Night" on Saturday with
dinner starting at 5 p.m., fol
lowed by showing of the movie.
"Firepr(x)f." Childcare through
5th grade will be provided
Persons are asked to registei
online on the "calendar" page at
www.eltngrovemurray.org or
call 753-7321.
All interested persons are
invited and it is totally free.

*Red Dogwood
*Knock-Out Rose
*Gift Certificates

•

You may purchase online a
unow.vintagerose.com

Open:
Tues.-Fri. 9-4
Sat. 9-3

•

liesisrru gr g,ft.
•

•
•
•

University Square
12th Street • Murray
1270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

..

•

•

Nozv Tak-ing Reservations For
Szveetheart Dinner
Saturday, February 13th • 6:30 p.m.

Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

306 Gilbert Street • Hazel, Kentucley

270-492-6284

.,

Alexina Charette
& Jason England
Meg Black
& Michael Belcher

Try our hot homemade soups and breads to warm up in the cold weather

• The best way to
find yourself is to
lose yourself in the
service of others. —
Mohandas Gandhi

•

Stephanie Bodell .•
& Wes Steele

'24.95 per person
CITIZENSHIP
QtJOTATIONS

•

Jennifer Bleckler
& Morgan O'Boyle
Adora Schweickert
& Josh Price
•
.•

•

I

•

& Nathan Reed

Lauren Woolen
& Jordan Redd

HWY.641 N.

•'

Jena Thomas
& 1.T. Ruxer

•

& Gifts

•

°est Broughton
& Tracy Ballard

Free couples
ent planned

Overeater's Anonymous to meet
Overeater's Anonymous. a 12 step recovery group for all types of
eating pmblems. meets each Thursday' from I:30 to 2:34) p.m. :it
Christ Methodist Chun:h, 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For information call Marcia at 1-270-247-7414 or Jim at I-270-623-8854).

Symphony and Grand Chorus
under the direction of Eugene
Corporon. Of this performance
J. F. Weber of Fanfare magazine
writes, "this is one of the
finest...male soloists I have
ever heard in this work

mail address. For information,
contact Barry Brown or Janice
Vaughan at(270)556-2113 or email econed@murraystate.edu.

•

•

•
••
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Murray State's PR Society hosts musical showcase
tion in his everyday routine.
Special to the Ledger
Vvas Valentines Day 2009 out "What inspires me is life.
of tune? Attend "X's & Y's for events, and the love I have expeX's & O's" musical showcase rienced." said Ryan. Some of his
presented by Murray State influences include Jason Mraz.
University's Public Relations Damien Rice, Dave Matthews
Student Society of America and John Mayer.
Next on the set list will be
(PRSSA)for an evening of finely tuncd music for you and your Abby Potts, a 17-year-old residing in Paducah. As a younger
sweetheart.
On Thursday. Feb. 1 I. the artist. Abby uses music in order
PRSSA will be hosting a song- to explain the feelings she has
wnter's showcase titled "X's & that are harder to verbalize. "I'm
Y's for X's & O's." The show- inspired to write mainly because
case will be held in the Curris 1 really enjoy the process of
Center Stables beginning at 8:30 writing." said Abby. She attribp.m. Adrnission includes light utes the White Stripes as her rearefreshments of punch and son for singing and playing guitar, and the music of Regina
homemade baked goods.
The showcase will feature Spektor and Ingrid Michelson as
western inspiration -for her sound. As a
songwriters from
Kentucky performing genres of home-schooled student since
Bluegrass and Folk, with ele- kindergarten. it's allowed her to
ments of Pop and Blues. The focus her time and energy
program will open with Ryan towards perfecting her love of
Gilchrist, a 20-year-old from writing. music and performance.
Benton whose musical style She explains, ''Like everyone
reflects pop and blues. As a else. I've had my share of hard
young artist. Ryan finds inspira- times as well as good times and

it comes through in my music
Playing third will be Benton
native Josh Carlton. This 21year-old has been playing music
since 2005. "Music is a huge
part of my life. It is a way for me
to vent a variety of emotions. I
have written over 200 songs in
the past four years, recorded two
full-length albums with various
projects, recorded two EP's and
acted as a producer for several
artists," explained Carlton.
Recently. he worked with Ian
DeSilva's 'Cpt. Nobody' EP."
Josh is influenced by Jason
Mraz, Jack Johnson, Gavin
Degraw. and Damien Rice. For
now, people interested in hearing Josh's music may check his
EP out on iTunes. called 'The
City Within," but he expects to
be hard at work,come spring, on
a new album.
Wrapping up the showcase is
Kelsey Waldon's "Anchor in the
Valley" music project. Kelsey is
a 21 -year-old from Barlow, Ky.,
who has been playing guitar and

writing songs since she was 13
years old. "Waldon's delicate
voice mixes well with the old
time instrumentals. The music
skirts all around the south while
remaining fresh at each turn,"
says Daybowbow, a music critic
from Dallas, Texas. Kelsey's
greatest musical influences
include Neil Young, June Carter
Cash and The Beatles. A new
albutn from Anchor in the Valley
was recently recorded in
Nashville, Tenn. and is scheduled to be released in late
February.
The showcase program will
run from 8:30 to 10 p.m. Light
refreshments will be served.
For further information about
this event. contact Reese
Hawkins at (270) 625-2681 or
reese.hawkins@murraystate.edu
or on Facebook. PRSSA Faculty
Adviser Robin Orvino can be
reached at (270) 809-5308 or
robin.orvino@murraystate.edu.

P

Carlton

Potts

Gilchrist

Weldon

Peking Acrobats perform at Carson Center tonight 'Love Songs' one night only
Special to the Ledger
• PADUCAH, Ky. - The Peking Acrobats®, a troupe of China's
most gifted tumblers, contortionists,jugglers, cyclists, and gymnasts
complemented by live musicians playing traditional Chinese instrunients will bring their 2,000-year-old tradition of acrobatics to North
America for an extensive 40-city tour of North America. Their twenty-fourth US Tour began in January and continues through March.
The Peking Acrobats will appear at the Carson Center on Thursday,
Feb. 11 at 7 p.m.
:Daring maneuvers atop a precarious pagoda of chairs; treacherous
wire walking; a trick cycling kaleidoscope of magnificent move-

Arts in the Region
• Clarence Dobbins Revue
will perform at the Big Apple
Cafe 'Thursday. Music starts at
9 p.m There is a cover charge
and weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older.

Reolturalit &

aterkig

62-004()
"
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NEW MENU

• Paduach's Carson Cener
presents the Peking Acrobats at
7 p m. today (Thursday), Floy
Clark of 'Hee Haw'' fame Friday
at 7:30 p m. and the Zydeco
Experience with Terrance Simien
at 7 p.m. Monday. For tickets.
call (270) 450-4444 or visit
www.thecarsoncenter.org.

Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!

• Paducah's Market House
Theatre presents Neil Simon's
'God's Favorite' Thursday
through Sunday For tickets
visit mhtplay org

Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
PO' Boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken

• Murray State Unive,rsity's
Cinema International series
presents the 2&09 Mexican film.
"Sin Norrbre," at 7:30 p m.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
in the Curtis Center Theater
Franco Zeffirelirs 1968 version
of 'Romeo and Juliet" will be
shown Feb. 18,20 in coniunction
Shakespeare
with
MSU's
Fest,val

*

*

We cater ANY event
ANY eize ANY location!!
F,er-noc1eled Game Room &
New Private Room with Big Screen
HP TV and 5urround Sound!
Great for Birthdays, Wedding Rehearsals
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friends.
*

*

Live E3and Saturday Nights 9 p.rn. till Close
This Week: E3ending Karma

\''7•41

• Bela Fieck arid the Africa
Project will perform at 8 p.m.
Lovett
Mal's
in
Friday
Auditorium. For tickets, visit
www.ticketmastercom or call 1800-745-3000.
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents the
movies,
Oscar-nominated
"Precious: Based on the Novel
'Push' by Saphire," and "An
Education," Friday through

A TASTE OF CUBA
DINNER CLUB
sponsored by

I

online at www.grandriversvariety.com or by calling the box
office toll free at 1-888-3624223. Box office hours are noon
to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Thursday and noon to 7 p.m.
Friday through Saturday. The
show is Saturday at 7 p.m.
Evening performances start
at 7 p.m. and matinees are 2 pm.
Doors open 30 minutes before
each performance.
The Badgett Playhouse is
home to the show "Variety?
Music, Memories and More"
which is a Branson-Style musical revue that has been at the
theatre since 2005. Minihan and
his wife performed in Branson
for several years and then
opened a show in Savannah, Ga.
They moved to Western
Kentucky in 2003 and formed a
production company to pursue a
theatrical venue.

Special to the Ledger
GRAND RIVERS, Ky. - A
new show opens this weekend in
Grand Rivers at the Bagdett
Playhouse.
The show is described as "an
evening devoted to love." It features love songs from all of the
different productions that have
been created at the Badgett
Playhouse in its five-year histo[Y"We have already had a great
response to this show and I think
this will become a tradition for
Sunday. For details and how us every year," said Bill
times, visit www.maidenalleycin- Minihan who co-produces the
shows at the theater with his
ema.org.
wife Sara. "We are going to
dance floor, take
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry open up a
requests and have a great time
presents the "You Can Be a Star"
on Saturday. We are also going
talent search at 7:30 p.m. each
to incorporate famous clips from
For
3.
Saturday through April
romantic movies as well," he
tickets. call (270) 527-3869 or 1- added.
888-453-8704.
Tickets can be purchased

ment; powerful precision tumbling. somersaulting arid gymnastics:
amazing displays of contortion. flexibility and control; astonishing
foot juggling dexterity; incredible balancing feats showcasing
tremendous skill and ability; extraordinary exhibits of agility and
grace; live musicians displaying their talents by skillfully playing
traditional Chinese instruments; high-tech special effects and all the
excitement and festive pageantry creating an atrnosphere like that of
a Chinese Carnival.
Tickets may be purchased by calling the Box Office at (270)45°4444 or ondine at www_thecarsoncenter.org.

s Sandtviches
'
Vidor

Saturday, February 13th
By Reservation Oniy

2 for $25
Ifyou can't go to the Caribbean, let the Caribbean come to you.

or 753-7715 For Reservations
Cali 761-CUBA
(2822)
1301 Main Street • Murray

• There will be a faculty recital
with baritone player Christopher
Mitchell and pianist Christina
Ambrosio at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
in the Performing Arts Hall inside
MSU's Fine Arts Building.

Purchase Players
debut 'Beast' Friday

• The student-run Tinseitown
Tuesday series will show 'Love
Actually," at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the Curris Center Theater.

Speciai to the Ledger

MAYFIELD, KY.- Purchase
Players is bringing one of
Disney's most beloved stories to
Mayfield with one of its largest
casts in recent memory.
• The PAPA (Paducah Area
"'Beauty and the Beast' is
Painters Alliance) gallery has a going to be one of Purchase
new show that runs through April Players' most memorable pro27 at 124 Broadway St. in ductions," said director Jacob
Paducah. All work is onginal by Hein. "The original movie is
local area aritsts and rnany of filled with that Disney magic
the pieces are tor sale.
which is hard to mimic, but we
are bringing our own magic to
• There will be a JuniorSenior the stage here in Mayfield."
"Disney's Beauty and the
Voice Voice Recuital at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 18 and a Mallet Beast" will take the stage at
Community
Music Concert at 7:30 p.m. in the Mayfield's
Performing Arts Center this
Performing Arts Hall.
weekend (Feb. 12-14) and next
• Playhouse in the Park pres- weekend (Feb. 19-21). The
night
ents "Seussical: The Musical" Friday and Saturday
at 7 p.m. with Sunday
Feb. 19-21, 26-28 and March 5- shows are
afternoon matinees planned for
7. For tickets, visit www.playnou2 p.m. In addition to the regular759-1752.
call
or
seinthepark.net
ly scheduled weekend slate, the
theater group will also take the
To add an event to the arts stage for an additional matinee
calendar, contact Hawkins on Feb. 20 (the second
753-1916 or Saturday) at 2 p.m.
at
Teague
hteague@murrayledgercom.

"I am so fortunate to have a
big cast filled with incredibly
talented young actors arid
actresses,- Hein said. "They
have taken on the challenge of
this show and they are really
working hard to make this a
great production."
"We are so excited at the
interest the conununity's teens
have in participating in Purchase
Players," said music director
Donna Gream, a veteran
Purchase Players actress, director and volunteer.'To have such
a great turnout (approximately
70 to audition), is a music director's dream. especially with the
big musical numbers involved in
this show."
TicketS will go on sale an
hour before each performance.
Advanced tickets may be purthrough
chased
Monday
Thursday (this week and next
week) from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. at
the Conununity Performing Arts
Center. For more information,
call Purchase Players at 2512802.

MURRAY MOTOR COMPANY
1.4,st:tieing Autrilieble • fraile
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Monte Carlo SS
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Black, automatic, 3.8L V6,2 dr.,
leather, CD player, 92 k miles

$4,299
2004 CrovIn Victoria - white, police interceptor, automatic, 4.6L, 8 cyl., 80 k miles
$5,900
2003 Nissan Altima - Tundra green, 2.5L, 4 cyl., automatic, 115 k miles
2000 Ford Expedition - Eddie Bauer Edition. black, 4WD,5.4L, V8, leather,
$5,200
sunroof. 3rd row seat, 124 k miles
2002 Chevrolet Blazer LS - white, 4 dr., 4WD,automatic, 4.3L V6,CD player,
$4,700
95 k miles
2005 Buick Century - silver, 4 dr., automatic, 3.1L,6 cyl., CD player. alarm system,
$4,500
70 k miles
$4.200
2001 Jeep Cherokee Sport - gray, 4WD,automatic, 4.01L V6, CD player, 134 k miles
1997 GMC Sierra Z71 - black, ext. cab, automatic, 5.7L,8 cylinder, 4WD,CD player,
$5.200
camper/tow package, 140 k miles
2001 Chevrolet Blazer LT 4X4 - red, 4X4.4 dr., 4.3L V6, CD player, camper/tow package.
$3.800
keyless entry, alarm system. 135 k miles
2005 Ford Escape 4X4 - orange, 4 dr., automatic, 2.3L,4 cyl.,6 disc CD changer,
$6,51n)
alarm system, 112 k miles
collIING
$001111

2004 Jeep Grand Cherokee - 103 k miles
ruiser - 70 k miles
Win PT C

2005 Che‘rolet Impala
2008 Dodge Caliber I k miles
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claiming regional
Murray swimmer Lauren Erickson is set to snake a return trip to the KHSAA State Swimming Championships this weekend after
backstroke.
the
in
13th
and
butterfly
the
in
eighth
seeded
is
Erickson
backstroke.
100
titles in both of her events — the 100 butterfly and

HEALTHY ERICKSON HEADING BACK TO SrFATE
AFTER SETTING PERSONAL RECORDS AT REGION, ,S
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Erickson
auren
,
I
understood why she
hadn't dropped time
in her 100 backstroke and 100 butterfly this season.
but that didn't keep
the Murray sophomore from feeling frustrated.
Afraid she had plateaued as a swimmer, Erickson sometimes wondered if
her intensive training under coach John
Wand was going to pay off.
So when she hopped into the
Owensboro Healthpark pool at last
weekend's Region One Championships,
it was the moment of truth.
She had tapered off her training for
the first time this season over the week
leading up to regionals, a move designed
to finally generate payoff from a season
full of hard training.
"I understood the process, but at the
same time, you're still going to be disappointed when you see other girls dropping time," she said. "I knew the reason
why we weren't tapering, but I would
get frustrated and wish I was doing better.''
Payoff came for Erickson.
She set new personal records in both
the 100 backstroke and the 100 butterfly
and claimed regional titles in both
events, punching her ticket to this weekend's KHSAA State Championships in
Louisville.
A year after becoming Murray's first

This Weekend
KHSAA State Championships
When: 3 30 p m Friday ipreiiminaneiii 3 30 p m
Saturday ',finals)
Ky )
Where: Ralph White Natalonum
Local compeUtors: Lauren Encksors Murra 100
butterfly (81h, 0 59 23), 100 backstroke i131h,
1 00.02)

regional champion in program history,
she's now the only Tiger ever to claim
titles in two events.
The lowered times came as a huge
relief for the now two-time state qualifier.
"It wasn't a huge surprise, but 1 didn't know whether to expect it to happen," she said. "It was really emotional.
I cried. But it was awesome and I'm
really excited."
State
the
enters
Erickson
Championships as the eighth seed in the
butterfly, a drastic improvement over
last year's 19 seed, and the 13th seed in
the backstroke.
She'll swim in Friday's preliminaries
and. if she finishes in the top eight in
either event, will take to the pool again
in Saturday's finals.
She qualified for state in both events
last year, but had to drop out of the butterfly because of illness.
She could barely get out of the pool
after swimming an undenvhelming
backstroke and finishing 23rd after coming in as a 13 seed.
Wand attributed Erickson's illness to
a poor diet and gave her a decree immediately after state last February -- eat
more food.

rolet
lo SS

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Time:

Erickson trained under a new program this season designed by Murray
coach John Wand in which Se didn't taper off intense training until the
week prior to regionals Though it was frustrating at times for Erickson,
whose times didn't drop throughout the regular season, it paid off at
regionals as she sat new personal records in both events.

Pitino returns home to face St. John's

$4,299
$5,900

John's 75-68 on Jan. 9, right before losing three in a row and four out of five.
The Cardinals are currently sixth in ttie
Big East standings while St. John's is
14th.
Pitino said the safety of the players
was the reason for leaving a day early
for New York. The former Knicks
coach said his team is focused on the
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Red Storm, not the real storm.
Louisville head coach Rick Pitino is
'It's definitely a disadvantage,"
all.
back at home, bad weather and
said. "We try not to pay much
Pitino
The native New Yorker returned to
attention to it. It's somethisg from my
his hometown for Thursday's game
NBA days in terms of being on the
between his Cardinals (15-8, 6-4 Big
You can't have a.s much practice
road.
He
2-8).
East> and St. John's (12-10.
individual instruction as you'd
and
time
got out just in time to escape a second
like but that's the schedule. We are in
snowstorm that hit the Louisville area
the middle of a blizzard, it's coming
on Tuesday. though the East Coast wa.s
down sideways nght now. The wind is
Wednesday.
being pounded by snow on
50 mph. but we got in safe and
40.
Louisville already defeated St.

CARDINALS BATTLE
RED STORNI IN
PREPEARATION FOR
SUNDA1-'S SHOWDOWN
WITH SY1RACUSE

$5.200
$4,700
$4,5(X1
$4,200

$5,200
ackage,
$3.800
$6.500
ED REINKE /
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r
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See MS4J, 8A

LOUISVILLE HOOPS

lL V6, 2 dr
92 k miles

les

See ERICKSON,8A

Louisville coach Rick Pitino directs his
players during the second half of their
82-69 win over Connecticut recently.
Pitino returns to his native state to take
on St. Johns tonight.

MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Rob McDonald fondly calLs
the Ohio Valley Conference a
buzzsaw as far as baseball competition is concerned.
That being said, the seventhyear Thoroughbreds' head coach
will get a cutting start to the season when the team travels to
Lipscomb to open the season on
Feb. 19.
On Wednesday. the OVC
released its presea_son poll. is
which Murray State was picked
fourth in the nine-team league.
The 'Breds received 43 points
to rank fourth, followed by
Morehead State (33). Eastem
Southeast
(26),
Kentucky
Missouri (25), Austin Peay (22)
and UT Martin (9).
regular-season
Defending
Illinois
Eststern
champion
received three first-place votes
and was chosen as the preseason
favorite.
Jacksonville State received
four first-place votes and finished
just duee points behind the
Panthers. Reigning tournament
Tech
Tennessee
champion
received the final two first-place
votes to rank third.
"As most coaches would say. I
don't put a lot of stock in preseason rankings," McDonald said.
'There is so much parity in our
league. I feel probably seven or
eight teams could win it. The
quality of the OVC in baseball has
risen significantly- in the past several years. Baseball is now one of
the best. if not the best men's sport
on a national scale in the OVC."
If the Thoroughbreds want to
taste postseason success for the
first time since 2003, McDonald's
ballclub has a good shot at serving
it up.
Mmus the loss of Ohio Valley
Conference Pitcher of the Year in
Daniel Calhoun, McDonald is

that's what's most important."
St. John's enters the game on a fivegame losing streak, losing by 10 points
or more each time. The latest came in a
79-60 loss at home to fifth-ranked West
Virginia in which the Red Storm held
as much as a I3-point lead in the ss.
ond half.
Pitino plarts to start Jared Swopsture
to face Anthony Mason Jr., die athletic
power forward for St. Johns.
"We were going to make that change
in the starting lineup anyway because
playing the last four games we've had
very poor starts," Pitino said. "Bui
we're still going to play (Terrence
Jennings) at the four spot, playing with
Samardo (Samuels) throughout the
game and he'll definitely get as man
minutes as he can get."

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & T;rnes

Chris Craycraft was named
Preseason Co-Pitcher of
the Year by the Ohio Valley
Conference. Craycraft finished last season with a 103 mark and a 4.05 ERA.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & TimeS
Former Racer great Marcus Brown (far right) speaks during halftime of Saturday's game where Murray State
retired Brown's No. 5 jersey. Joining Brown are Gera! Suiter, his parents, Richard and Gladdis, along with his
wife Raven and Brown's two children, Klannie and Carter

2010 NASCAR Sprint Cup schedule
and standings
By Tne Associated Press
Feb 6 x Budweiser Shootout
Daytona Beach, Fla (Kevin Harvicki
Feb 11 — x-Gatorade Duel 1 & 2
Daytona Beach, Fla
Feb 14 — Daytona 500, Daytona
Beach, Fla
Feb 21 -- Auto Club 500, Fontana,
Calif
Feb 28 — Shelby American, Las
Vegas
March 7 — Kobalt Tools 500, Hampton,
Ga
March 21
Food City 500. Bristol,
Tenn
March 28 — Goody's Fast Relief 500,
Martinsville. Va
April 10 -- Subway Fresh Ftt 500,
Avondale. Anz
April 18 --- Samsung Mobiki 500, Fort
Worth Texas
April 25 -- Aaron's 499 Talladega Ala
May 1 -- Crown Royal 400. Richmond,
Va
May 8 — Southern 500 Darlington,
SC
May 16 — Dover 400, Dover. Del
May 22 -- x•All-Star Challenge
Concord, N C.
May 30 -- Coca-Cola 600 Concord.
N C.
June 6 — Pocono 500, Long Pond, Pa
June 13 — Michigan 400, Brooklyn.
Mich
June 20 — foyota,Savemart 350,
Sonoma, Calif
June 27 — LENOX Industrial Toots 301,
Loudon, N H.
July 3 — Coke Zero 400. Daytona
Beach, Fla
July 10 — LifeLock com 400, Joliet
July 25 — Brickyard 400, Indianapolis
Aug 1 — Pennsylvania 500 Long
Pond, Pa
Aug 8 — Helluva Good, SOLO Cream
OtOs at the Glen, Watkins Glen, N Y

Aug 15 — CARFAX 400. Brooktyn
Mich
Aug 21 -- Sharpie SOO, Bnstol, Tenn
Sept 5 — Pep Boys Auto 500,
Hampton, Ga
Sept 11 — One Last Race to Make the
Chase 400, Richmond, Va
Sept 19 — SYLVANIA 300 Loudoc.
N H
Sept 26 — AAA 400 Dover, Del
Oct 3 — Kansas 400 Kansas City
Kan
Oct 10 — Pepsi Max 400 Fontana
Calif
Oct 16 — Banking 500 Concord, N.0
Fast Relief 500
Oct 24
Martinsvirie, Va
Oct 31 -- AMP Energy 500 Talladega
Ala
Nov 7 — Lone Star 500. Fort Worth
Texas
Nov 14 — Checker O'Rerlhy Auto Parts
500, Avondale, Ariz
Nov 21 — Ford 400, Homestead, Fla
x-non-points races
2009 Driver Standings
1 Jimmie Johnson. 6.652
2 Mark Martin, 6,511
3 Jeff Gordon, 6,473
4 Kurt Busch. 6.446
5 Denny Hamlin, 6,335
6 Tony Stewart 6.309
7. Greg Bottle. 6.292
8 Juan Pablo Montoya. 6,252
9. Ryan Newman, 6,175
10 Kasey Kahne. 6,128
11 Carl Edwards 6,118
12. Brian Vickers. 5.929
13 Kyle Busch, 4.457
14. Matt Kenseth, 4.389
15 Clint Bowyer, 4 359
16 David Reutimann. 4,221
17. Jeff Burton. 4 022
18 Marcos Ambrose, 3.830
19 Kevin Harvick, 3,796
20 Joey Logan°, 3 791

•Erickson

si MSU
From Page 7A
countenng with Preseason Co-Pitcher of the Year in
Chris Craycraft.
Craycraft finished last season with a 10-3 mark
and a 4.05 ERA. He led the conference with 100
innings pitched and ranked second in wins. behind
CaLhoun. His numbers were even more impressive in
OVC games as he went 6-1 with a pair of complete
games in eight starts.
Murray State led the ()VC Preseason selections
for players of the year with four, including Craycraft.
The other three nominated were first baseman Wes
C'unningharn, outfielder Daniel Hill and designated
hitter Jason Laws.
Cunningham wiL• named to the Preseason Team
for the second consecutive season. He finished the

2009 season by hitting .411 with 12 doubles, five
triples, 11 home runs and 52 RBIs. His 79 hits rank
second on the school's single-sea.son list. His .393
career average ranks a.s the best in the history of
MSU baseball.
Hill burst onto the scene List season by hitting
.344 while tying the school-record with 16 home
runs and establishing a new mark with 69 RBIs. He
ranked second in the conference in RBIs and third in
home runs.
Laws was consistent throughout his first season,
hitting .373 with 10 doubles, three triples, three home
runs and 39 RBIs in 153 at-bats. He hit his first home
run of the season in a victory over Memphis arid followed it up by homering in both games of a doubleheader sweep over Morehead State.

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS!
* There will be a special rneriu as well 35 ,
3 "_,Lir usr:al big Apple Favorites! *
Mon.— Sat. 11 a.m.— Midnight, Sun. 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
759-8866 • 1005 Arcadia Circle
www.bigoppiemurroy.com

From Page 7A
"In the past, she had actually'
passed out during the day at
school because she wasn't eating enough." Wand said. "Our
training is so intense and she
wasn't refueling her body. It's
been a season-long effort to
make sure we're replenishing
all the necessities."
Despite a mild sore throat,
Erickson is illness-free as she
prepares for state this week.
Her butterfly has seen the
largest improvement over the
course of the year, and it provides her greatest chance of
advancing to Saturday's finals.
After placing second at
regionals last year with a time
of 1:02.11, she cracked the oneminute mark in the finals this
year with a time of 0:59.23.
"I used to think the backstroke was my strongest event,"
she said. "Now they're more
equal and I might even say butterfly is stronger. I try to focus
on both of them equally and
find a balance between the two
strokes."
X
Vand is Erickson's
main coach during
the high school season, but she has several other
secondary coaches, the most
notable of which is her mom.
runs
Madea
Erickson
marathons and half-marathons
and has been assisting with the
team's cross-training this season.
and
Mondays
On
Wednesdays, she coaches the
Tigers in "dry-land" training,
which includes lifting weights
and running.
She says it's sometimes dif-

Open a five PE R SO NAL or BUSINESS checking account at Heritage Bank and get this six-piece
Pyrex' storage bowl sec• free! Already a customer? Refer a friend and you both receive thefire gift!
Stop in today! There's a Heritage Bank in your neighborhood just waiting to be of service to you.

ficult to walk the line between
mother and coach, but it's an
experience she has enjoyed
immensely.
"Sometimes I have to put
aside the fact that I'm her mom
and just be her coach." she said.
"But at regionals, I think the
mother in me came out for a
second. When she won the butterfly, I started jumping up and
down and screaming."
Lauren Erickson credits
most of her development as a
swimmer to Wand. however.
Her development into a
competitive swimmer coincided with his arrival four years
ago.
When Wand became the proinstructor,
gram's
stroke
Erickson's times were around
I :25. But he says he immediately saw untapped potential.
It simply took the trust factor between swimmer and
coach a while to develop.
"When he came here, I was
like 'Who is this crazy coach?'"
Erickson recalls. "I didn't like
him at all. But once I realized
he knew what he was doing, it
really made a difference. The
last four years, he's really built
up our team."
Erickson also trains with
MYST coach Julie Santiago.
who she says has
mentored her as a
female swimmer.
hough she has swum in several
USA Swimming state meets,
Erickson says qualifying for the
KHSAA championships is the
highest honor she's received as
a swimmer.
She got a taste of the atmosphere last year, but can't wait to
drink it in fully this year. as a

healthy swimmer.
"This is just a bigger deal
because it's a lot harder to get
there," she said. "At USA,
there's lots of good competition, but it's easier to get in. I
feel like more of an advanced
swimmer getting to go to state
for high school."
While the atmosphere might
cause some swimmers to suffer
a case of the nerves, Wand says
he isn't concerned about
Erickson, who prays intently
before every race and zones out
her surroundings.
"Her ability to go to these
large meets and manage her
adrenaline, convert the nervous
energy into positive energy and
just totally relax is second to
none," said Wand. "She understands how to control every'
facet of her body so she can
perform her best."
PIOTES: Murray's boys 400
freestyle relay was on the bubble to advance to the state
championships, but did not
make the cut when at-large bids
were announced Monday night.
The team of Adam Miller,
Connor McKenna, Eb Weber
and Daniel McGee graduates
no seniors.
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Prizes may be picked up at each location.
Thank you to all participating businesses!
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-192.7
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NoIke
PUBLIC NOTICE

eMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

The Murrav Board of Zonitar Adjustments will hold
a public hearing on Wed . Feb 17th, 2010 at 4 30
p m in the council chambers of City Hall. located dt.
104 N Sth St to review the following requests
Setback variance- 98 Spruce St Swift Rentals• Parlung variance- 407 Main St S 13th St Dinh ** All interested pers._ tns are invited to atter.d
If further information is needed, please contact the
Murray Planning Dept at 762-0330

Director of Development

Lest Ind Found

GET THLS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to crieck
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Arty error should be
reported Immediately
so corrections can
bas made.
THt
-Kl-u-rray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever fcr their
activities
050
Lost and Fourxi
FOUND. Gray cat, blue
collar with Warner vet
tag 293-9185
FOUND Tan & white
n-ale beagle on 94E
978-1779
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST. Diamond braclet. 761-0083.

LOST Female, black &
an Dachshund with
pnk polka dot collar on
Campground
Coies
Rd 873-8120

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a lull-time afternoon LPN position.
We also offer an
excellent benefit packace. Must be linsed
in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
oerson at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
C.N.A.'S wanted.
Currant or past.
Caregivers
needed to help
senior adutts stay at
home.
Partaime, flexible
hours,
competitive. pay.
Call 270-707-4263 or
dezell senior
helperecom

Chair, Director of Deveiopment Search
Committee, Murray State University, 106
Development Center, Murray. KY 42071.
vVomen ars,' rmrtorttes are encouraged lr accoY
Morrai. State Unrnarsay os art equal ssiucarion and
empooyment copurtu-st), SCF/D. tkA smf:AsYer

Full Throe Manager Wanted:

SMALL
busiress
seeks
bookkeeper
This positioc is responsible for processing
Accounts Payable arid
reviewing job costs,
providing cash flow
reports, bank reconcile
atior, maintaining various fleet record and
related tax returns.
Duties aso include
back-up for payroll processing. various clencal tasks. Applicants
must have minimum
5
y
r
s
Accounting/Managmen
experience
Requirements
also
hclude Excel and
Maxwell Accounting
System. EOE. Send
resume to: 101 Liberty
Dr . Suite 7, Kase, KY
42053.
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Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
PO Box 1040
Murriey. KY 42071
() al; i2701 753-1918

Angels Attic. mat store is seeking candidates
for the position of a full time manager
•iTues. Sat.l. starting Aphl 15.
*Bachelor's degree preferred; non-profit
experience a plus
*Salary and benefits negotiable. dependent
upon qualifications.
Job description may be picked up at the store,
972 Chestnut SL,Murray, Ky., Tues. through
Sat. from 11 a.m. to 5 p m. or by requesting a
job descaption at angeisattic Omurray-ky net.
Interested persons should submit
1) a cover letter descnbing qualifications
2) a resume of education and expenence,
ancl
the narnes and telephone numbers of
three references Materials should
be submitted to Angels Attic at the above
address or by email

TEMPORARY AGFICULTURAL LABOR
04101,2010 to 12/31.2010 - KY#039441 7
Workman Farrns. Hazel, KY (20 openingsi
Temporary Tobacco Farrn Labor - Labor
Wage $7.25/$8.29 hr. Depending on crop
activity, 3/4 contract nours guaranteed.
All tools and equip. furnished at no
onarge. Housing provided for those beyond
commuting at no cost. Transportation
and subsistence pay. atter 50% of
contract completed., Transport deity to
work site Apply tor this lob at nearest Office
of State Workforce Agency in this
state. Using Job order numbers above
with a copy of this advertisement. Subject
to random drug and alcohol tests at employers
expense

nolo Wanted

1 3 nse...._.-...$30.001
___$35.00
I 6 B70,
I 1 ys. _.--S105.00 **2*-----$61°°
1 yr. --$110.00
I
I

College of Education & University Libranars,
Murray State University This is a full-brie 12
month non-tenure track position to begin in
June 201 0 Oualrfications: Bachelor's degree
required Masters degree or additional cell-floaters/raining preferrec Significant furid-raising
expenence at a College or University or nonprofit setting is required including demonstrated
suciaass in direct solicitation of grfts from individuals, anchor corporations and foundabons.
Must possess outstanding wnttec and oral
communication, presentation anc interpersona
skies Demorstrated abilay lo work independeratv but collaboratively as a rnember of the
university's development team. Must be willing
arid able to travel Responsibillbes: This
positior is responsible for coordinating arid
facilitating Murray State's fundraising efferts
he Colleee of Education and Univerety
Libraries as outlined by the Aseaciatc Voce
President These responsibilities include dente
fyIng prospects, assisting ir the development of
strategies. proposal deveiopment solicitation_
and cultivation of major gifts. from individuals,
foundations, and corporations. The director. as
assigned by the Associate Vice President for
institutional Advancement. may be involved
with broader institutional fundraising initiatives,
includieg annual giving p/anned giving_ and
ca.mpaign efforts Application Deadline:
Postmarked by Apnl 2010 To Applyl Submit
a letter of applicatior, eidicating Job tale. current
resume. and he names. addresses and telephone renters of three professional references 10

I
1
I
I
f

D1SCI,AINIER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
,1'1.1 . 1edger corn.
will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the iobrietwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us II you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
NOW hiring friendly.
smiling faces Apply at
Wendy's,

Help Wanlod
GIFT shcie seeking
sales clerk tot parttime, possibly leading
to full-time position
Must have retail expenence. Mast work well
with public. have honest, dependable work.
ethic Expenence with
floral design a plus.
Sena resume to
P.O.-Box 1040-D
Murray, KY 42071
LOCAL restaurant
seeks Store Manager
Experience preferred.
not required. Full time
day & night Must be
flexible. Send resume
to P.0 Box 150
Paducah, KY 42002
EXPERIENCED
AR
clerk, full-time, seasonMali
Mar-Oct
al
resume to: PO Box
328. Murray.

isa
COMMuNiTY Youth
Services Is now ninng
tor part -time/PRIV
youth workers to work
our residential treatment facilities in the
C,alioway, Graves and
County
McCracken
areas
Candidates
must be dependable
and a caring individual
to provide behavior
management to at risk
teens_
Candidates
must have reliable
transportation
Minimum
High
Requirements
School dipomaiGED,
1 year expenence in
childcare, 21 years of
age. Candidates must
be able to pass all
background checks.
Applicatioes are to be
submitted online at
Rescare com.
For
instructions or filling
out !he online application please ca:: 270-Deaaline
527-8388
for applications is
February 17, 2010.
EOENI/F/ON
DATA entry person
needed
Tuesday,'
Thursday in busy pharmacy setting. $8.50/hr.
Fax resume to: 7593614 by Feb 12th
SEEKING Sales &
Marketing Director, fulltime. salaned poertion
with excellent benefit
package Resporsible
tor promoting, senior
laing communty locally and regionally event
plannirg, community
outreach. prospect &
development,
sales
tours. May involve
some evenings, weektravel
ends
a,id
Competer skills. attention to detail. multitasking. arc excellent
communication skills
essential. Work with a
warrn. friendly team
focused on providing
quality services to seniors in a delightful,
environment
clean
Applications available
(attach resume) at
Place
Glendale
Assisted Living. 905
Glendaie
Road.
Murray
TEMPORARY: * of
openings: 16 Tobacco,
Hay/Straw. Row Crops
& Greenhouses &
General Agricultural
Workers Needed
PP&I.
Employer:
Enterpnses
LL
Calloway County. KY
03..25.2011)Dates
12/12/2010
$7.25
Wages:
8 00/hour 3/4 of hours
listed on job order
Work
guaranteed
tools will be provided at
no cost Free housing
provided to those who
reasonably
cannot
retum to their permanent residence each
working
day
Transpcxtation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met
Physically able to meet
& perform all lob specifications May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests
May be
required to submit to a
cnminal background
check Apply for this
Job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job order
number KY0394345

Help Wanted
TEMPORARY * of
openings 5 Tobacco.
HarStraw, Row Crops
& General Agnculturai
VVorkers Needed
EMpiCyer
Kimbio
Farrns LLC- Cadoway
County, KY Dates:
0 3/ 25/ 20 1
1 2/20;2010
Wages.
$7.25 - 8.00/hour 3,4
of hours listed on lot
order
guaranteed
Work tools will be provided at no cost Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably return to thee
permanent residence
each working day
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% ot contract is met.
Rhysicalty able to meet
& perforrn all job spece
fications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests
May be
required to suornit to a
criminal background
check. A.pply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training DrV1S1C111 of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job order
number KY0395002.

I

090
Domestic & Childcare

HousE & Office
clear ang. References
28'3-3253
LPN looking for sitter
job with sick or elderly
Call 753-0172 and
leave message
RETIRED LPN will sit
wee sick or elderly.
any shitt 753-6692

Need ,aash? Like can
dies? Make money
selling candles' Cail
Terri © 270-331-8585
for info

Want to Buy
ANT/OUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

FOR SALE:
21 Storage Units
Potential income

$950imo
$115.000 obo
227-3861
227-8280

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
005 E Sqlin 121,1 St
(270).753-1113
160
Hartle Furitsbengs
ROUND solid cherry
Willett dining roorn
table with one leaf,
four side chairs. and
two captain chairs.
$750.00. Phone
753-2590

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR

$75.00
A MONTH

753-1916

FIREWOOD
4270)210-6267 or
(270)226-3845 Pick up
or delivery

NICE quiet, 3-bedroom
mobile home, big yard,
semefurnished. washer & dryer, refrigerator,
stove, central-heat &
air. Internet, no pets,
y
$4-,.'5 00
month
deposit North school
after
5'00
Call
(270)767.7694

1 BR apartment All
utabes paid, w/d hook
up $450 per month
plus deposit
270-227-4325
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR. all appliances.
Chris
Dr.
1619-B
S350-Kleposit.
753-4219
1BR, price reduced,
various loitations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2 bedroom apartments
available One year
lease, one month
depcsa, no pets. Call
753-2905
2 or 3BR, 2BA, appliances furnished. $475-.
600. Deposit required.
(270)345-2777

Farm Ecuipmerti
CASE IH, 72202240-hours Call
(270)328-8780
(270)970-1060

VICTORIAN one bed
room 3 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. wit)
stove
refrigerator,
Very
quiet All utilities paid
electric
including
$600mno plus deposrt
270-492-8211

2BR, 2BA. completely
1 504
remodeled
Dr
Belmont
$700/monthly. No pets
270-753-8767,
270-293-4600.

2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished.
C,KA Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 213A, 404 Bambi
CI North. Call
(270)376-2746
(270i1341 -5653
2BR, 2BA, no pets
deposit
$500/rent
293-5423

$700rmo

S700

48R. 01-1/A all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

COMMERC,IAL building for lease Free
standing building with.
parking Great location
in Murray $350/per
month Available now
Call now 615-478-4724
866-496-0062

AKC registered
Doberman Pinscher
puppies $500 & up
Ready beginning of
March 731-336-7848

NiCE 3.000 sq. ft. 2
story
bnck, C/1-1,A.
fenced in yard. Pets
welcome. $650/mo,
Sekomeposit 301 N.
ath St. 227-3250.

BEAGLE puppies,
S150. Parents on
premises 767-0028.

WHITE pit bull puppies. 6 weeks old.
Both parents on premises 1270;210-2726

HAY
mixed
$3 00 bale.
square bales
753-1287_

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270)293-4183
9 a.m. 4 p m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt 121S
Murray KY 42071
270-753-5562
MOM OPEN
Miff
Xta.

-

!SOS Dueled Drive
Murray. K'Y 42071
I&L RENTALS
One and Two
MLN1-STORAGE
Bedroom Apartment,
720 S. 4TH ST
270-753-85%
Corner of Ill • & taendak.
TliD 1400-545-1U!
)
4
Est. 7,83 ..c
10X10 S25 lex15 $44
[sae ..aaenuaria
1270) 436-2.524
270) 293-6906
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
PREMIER
with deck and outside
MINISTORAGE
storage. All appliances
enside climate control
washer,
including
storage
dishwasher.
dryer. and
•Security alarmed
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
*Safe & clean
293-7085.
•We sell boxes,
*We rent U-Hauls.
LARGE 3BR apt,
753-9600
newly remodeled. on
campus, C/H,A. W&D.
$60c water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696,
293-4600

RI.
\III I .4..
lot .tki D
I 10.1 ot. Ili HMV,
II
2711-21M-7314
2711-293-7315

Hybrid
Bermuda
square Pales S4 25. 50
or more bale $4 00
Round bale large-$30.
small-$20
270-293-3805

1

MIN

REA!

REAL ES
Featunng
Fireplace
Closets !
Features
Concrete
Eiectnoty
S‘lev,alk!
Traci 3'
REAL.
gilraeraRE

"„rre Sea.
,
GIASSVIAJD
iftssus
2:: Caw 963
Conpoie
-socrias ooss
Atrif126,9,
9
8as Casva
Bums.,
r acs
me remer
Soots Elgr
LADD Safi
rmrioressoi
CAR 1Z.0 L
Call
REAL ES Tr
.:r yrr•Ir
6.66ao T

PERSOtiAl

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
ail
times.
Alfalfa_
mixes, grass mixes
Square and round
bales Some wrapped.
High protein, TDN
Students & truckers
welcome
27C-7538848 before 9 00pe
400
Yard Sale

Fri
INSIDE yard sale at
Lynn Grove Country
Corner.
Everything
must go dirt cheap!
Clothes for ail ages.
male & female, boy's &
little girls & lots morel
Any questions call
Sandi Kemp at
435-4500

All line ads placed
in our paper are
posted on our
website for free!

NICE. 1BR. wid,
smoke free, no pets 1
yr lease S375/mo
226-8006
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 2.bedroora Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunrty
TDD #1-800-648-6056

grass_
Small

1-1()RSE
lit).%R111\4;
.
r..•

in

LARGE 3BR, 2BA in
quiet neighborhood,
01-1/A All appliances &
lawn service
227-5173.

351

From Mu
8,93-5
641 Not
Wes To)

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-5C
753- 7668

,
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

L_

FOR Sale or Lease
3BR 2 Batn lakefront
property with, dock 2
1,2 car garage
270-873-7826

350
Stance Bantaks

1

REAL E.'',
1 553 Au
6,2 Bulli
44)(90'C
Acres Tn
af 1... ft
Can
,
rEa ts"t

Eal
Colenwkal Prop. For Rant]

2 male black lab puppies AKC Registered
and up to date on
shots (731)694-0238

deposit 293-5423
3BR. 2BA, very nice.
Dr.
1800
Valley
$700/mo 753-5344.

370
ommerciel Prop
For Seal

510 S. 8th St. 2BR.
1BA C/H/A, all appliances. $475 am°. 1 yr
lease & security.
227-3331

2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport, no
pets Call 227-7414

3BR, 2BA, no pets
MDM COMPUTERS
Sennce,'Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

VISA

/20
Aptettnuts For Herd

010
Notice

FAR!,

"TI

From
Road,
West I
Road

ere

TR A
TRAC
TRAC
SE

Teats
94,1 5ropyo,, /lo re I,

41i1

We Offer.
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Ciimate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812

Whitnell Ave

• 753-3853

F

5
1S'Dos

SU
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Aacttor Mete at Th. Marra? Count/ Club
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370
onensrciet Prop
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BUILDINGS

NINNIIRIOPmesol.NNIarodeNt••••••••••Itte'liNelagill

GRAIN BINS - TOBACCO BARN - BUILDINGS
GREAT CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM LOCATED ON THE CORNER OF COOK STORE
TRAIL NEW HWY 80 FOUR LANE HWY 121! OWWTY BOTTC4ALANOt
REAL ESTATE Tract 1'
Tract 2'
1 553 Acres w o0 x54 k/i
a' 4' 2 013 Acres
ract 3' 4,
* 2 Buder Grair BIPS f5 x95
,30 Lear To
w otos Sacra
s "a.
44'490 Corrra r
i
A "
IFar Tract `,/ 3/ 783
Arles Tract 6'
" la 8' 558 A
REAL ESTATE r.
.
)14 Et." Pf2TV
k
s
f 5.1_,,t
Call For Detailed Broc
0.7.

,..

n

r.,....•••

HARRIS

0ALE HARRIS.8110REAVAUC OMEN .nr5NR.RUN
MtCRATI
IIROKEREAVCIKINEER•TE*1637
MENNE-TN HARRIS REAMIR/ANCOONIER
BEN BOLINGER REALTINCAPI AUCTIONEER
SASS 11. Ri IS Numb_• 16stfield, KV 12066
or NAAS Prithmlar Ral • ttopkiamille. IA 4:240
270,4754800• 800-380-9318

(ilir%
101140%

*STEEL BUILDING
SALE' Less than
WOOD Less than
CANVAS Various
sizes and shapes
Manufacturer Direct
For the BEST and
LOWEST call Pioneer
Steel Manufacturers 1800-668-5422
www proneersteel com

BUSINESS
SERVICES

A Loin*in Land Mardieng

-Nor Prelsearelascarteren"

JESSIE COOK PROPERTY

Saturday February 27th a 1:00 PM

380

(C registered
)berrean Pinscher
Imes $500 & up
3ady beginning of
arch 731-336-7848

351 W. State Line Rd. Hazel. KY 42049 Menry Co., TN)
• To TN 893 State ne Rc Take
From Murray, KY: " -* US 641
.'
TN 893State Line Ful a'ait 0 4 Miles '; .,,,,a er'
Fkorn Puryeer. T14- Take US
641 North 3 9 Aloes To TN 8931State Lne Rd PV,.
'
Rd West° 4
Maes Tr. ur''' S•'e Signs Posted',

18.29 ACRES IN 4 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS

EAGLE puppies,
50. Parents on
emises, 767-0028.

DG Obedience.
70)436-2B58,

HITE p.1 bull pupas, 6 weeks old.
e
- h parents on premas 1270;210-2726

390
Livestock II Supple.

fiY
mixed
I.00 bale.
luare bales
'3-1287

grass_
Small

MORSE BO.NRIONt;
at I it ik rasp ffi
.tti Dan
tke sitsta,
I
•

270.293-.73j4- 2711-293-7aia

ybrid
Bermuda
luare bales $4.25. 50
" more bale $4.00.
ound bale large-$30.
nall-$20.
70-293-3805.

DCALLY grown preium hay. Available at
times.
Alfalfa.
I
ixes, grass mixes
quare and round
aies. Some vykapped.
igh protein, TDN.
tudents & truckers
elcome.
27C-753348 before 9,00pim
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REAL ESTATE -NICE FURNITURE - GLASSWARE - 1990
LINCOLN TOWN CAR • PERSONAL PROPERTY
REAL ESTATE Tract t• 4, E.._ ...,iu, 2 or 2 Ea_
1 1/2 Bath Boca Horne
iaiaturing Formal Living Room Kitchen Den beni..s Room Dining Area Nice
.eplace Otace talky Room Hardwood Floors New Roof Ir 2C08 Walk Ir
Closets Security System Central Heal &
& Attic Storage Exterior
Features Indude An Attached Carport 70 x72 Metal BuilcangMorkshop Virth
Concrere Floors Office Area wtBathroom i6 Automatic Overhead Door
Eiectnoty & 12 & 10 Oserhead Doors Paved Driveway Brick'Concrete
Sidewalks & A Brick Paha Ail Situated On 200 Acre! Tract 2' 1 r-12 Acres
Tract 3.
'7 58 Acres Tract 4' 7 6a Aces
REAL ESTATE WILL BEGIN AT 1:00 PIA.! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
,_abonei
FURNITUREAPPLANCES. matis rer Pat lsrme Orhce 3eb. NEy* atab-et Basset'
'tabs Krct Stre Eric Sera, eooeces lentig
7_,rog ',err a 5
'Lsal Uarre
-,rvet riau'itr _a/7 _cove ..^^a
Socr BefrA Dees Rocat-tc 'rine+ Ohio
GU4SelARECAST POWCOLLEC-SLE MSC 00 Lams Se Cr ,,wcacar Jaws
-Noes Ota
e
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- Jaw
So.car: Noce
Bow Sp It SLAV S
=
2f: Lot !rate.
Be* • • Doc "tasswar arum/ •••grer
concoe5 G.assm *gm pgs,,ys Eg
3,,• .
Compote Cr.k.tre herctb'
Coasocert
'.. •
•- _war Owe*;owe Pas Ftme
, - e ,p Storm -wste. Carew Cot • Arbque
Atanorherts Ofe eeet-trn Pew
BIN Came? -favor* Cra,
s
NerNeSilverplabt tent f:aocee Motley ce
Booty Penal Soots Pates ic aa Remo A 6 "-au Saul Story Sas Eva Newt Frame 45 1.0.e
Ale reqle,
SeRS `or
of* CPC Nitre('s Perms Or Sees WM Demet Lame Ex 'Ffs Ccmc
eow,
Pon; Asst.
,Co tremor 4,-.e'hong Iters at Car Books Negras Decrwars
Emma:, Lwafr 2 Yeses Dolt Sears a,
LAM MEV /DOLS. .sscscr PT id .20,
- aMer -tet,n
:/rioressot Art Stone. Peer, Chow sz,
•' WARY OU1L.JTY fTEWS NOT LISTED'
CAR lgEal,erok
Call For Detailed Brochure or Visit wenr.harrisauctions COM
Inv,. •
REAL ESTerE TERMS " t t, Dan
ar Roo. '
Of So* Euew
ADAN
Thf„ r.nai Ete 4.^..1 no, .
PERSONAL PROPERTY A

Customer Bonus' 1866-240-3844

FOR SALE
•NEW Norwood
SAWMILLSLumbermate-Pro handles logs 34" diameter,
mills boards 27” wide.
Automated quick-cyclesawing increases efficiency up to 40a/y.!
www NorwoodSawmills
com/300N 1-800-661T746 ext 300N

YETI Sal

SIDE yara sale at
nn Grove Country
uner.
Everything
ast go die cheap!
othes for ail ages.
3Ie & female. boy's &
le girls & lots morel
iy questions call
indi Kemp at
.5-4500

placed
mr are
n our
1r free!
II 5r. ono

4,

re I,

vr.4, d11/1:

We Offer.
411 Size Units
Surveillance
• Electricity
iimate Control

EACH
MAGE

. • 753-3853

•HERNIA REPAIR? Did
you Receive a
Composix Kugel Mesh
Patch between 19992008? If the Kugel
patch was removed
due to complications of
bowei perforation,
abdominal wall tears,
puncture of abdominal
organs or intestinal fistulae. you may be entitled to compensatior

5727
HELP WANTED
•GOVT JOBS HS
grads ages 17-34
Financial Secunty,
great benefits. paid
training, 30 days vacatioreyr, travel. Call
Mon-Fri (800)282-1 384
or email:
Ipt_,Ohio@navy.mil
*Home-Based Internet
Business $500-$1000,'
month part-time.
S2,000-55,000/ month
full-tene possible.
Flexible hours. Training
provided. FREE
details. vn•neK348.corn

-Y.EP,

0,
"A Sale

n14,
10,001

HEAL EsirViv,
CTION
Oaf HAMS.111801TIVAUCTIONEER 071.454E2. 105624
INICIFAEL RAMIS BRONERAWorkemte :yr 14537
RENNEM litellftLS REILLTORMALMONEER
MAGER.REALTOR/APR AUCODnidir
'
3siSS si
•S North • Martirld..AS s21166
681.; P. tohroir Rd.•iinpiXimoilk.
I --3253 • 14011-38(1-43114

fil!N

111

worolarrissuictions.com
A Under in Undatireem
'Vetletreatdierai Audiaiwitrs"

A&B Quality used
furniture & Auction Inc.
282 lattry 402 East
Hardin. KY 42069
(270)293-5762 Sonny

or Bonnie (270)2059835 Melody
(731)707-8367
Auctioneer Ronald
Burton
Now accepting
Consignments!
M-Sat 10-2

'
'

iEsiraft..triE Actourcirircsr4)

(

1_,Y-14C:71:11.:VIZ.J-ilit.'101:14.14i i'7,11111,',c4/1
Saltaxrclay, Fesbtruairy 271/h, At 10:490 A.M..
"The Martin "Spurt" Jetton Farm"
,
S.iam ail ami II II acc. IFC.IE.dealt ai_a um lc 10
From Sedalia. Take Hvvy 339 East 1/2 Mile To Dove
Road, Turn Left, Proceed NE 2 Miles. Or From The
West Edge Of Farmington Along Hwy 121 Take Dove I
Road SW 2.5 Miles!

-11. -II •Wr
- in
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-.
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LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE
•Anderson Circle Farm
performance bull &
female sale. Noon,

Sat.. Feb. 20. Contact
Joe 859-265-0097.
2565 Louisville Rd,
Harrodsburg KY.
Selling 50 bulls, 50
females.
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED

•Ky Health Training.
Certified Clinical
Mecacal Assistant, EKG
Technician, Nurse Aide
Training. Phlebotomy
training_ Lexington &
Georgetown Day,
Night, Weekend classes, 859-963-2901, 888274-2018
WWW.nurseaidetrainingcenter.com

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
•GUN SHOW Feb 1314. Sat. 9-5 & Sun. 94. Lexington. KY.
Heritage Hall (430 W
Vine SU Buy, Sell.
Trade Info. (563)927E3176
460
Homes Eat Sale -1
NEW 2,100sq ft 2BR
2BA, 2 car garage
county gasiwater nea
Murray, hilltop acre

$139,000.
270-519-8570

New 2-4
Bedroom' homes in
River field Estates.
SBG Reid Property
ProfessionaLs
293-7872
NEW

3Bed. 2Bath
1.480 sq. ft.
Sunset Blvd
S139.000
(270)293-2482

We Boy
iffUNPriista.

Oebt Relief!,
Selling an Estate?
Foreclosure?
Local Horne Buyers
Can Hetp!
No Cost To You
Nu Equity OK

761HOME.COM
(2'70) 761-130MIE
490
Used Cars

\AA Counsel
Rert. r Vilam,1,7111 h4S-11111

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

We Finance

LoIs For Sete

15% Down MO A Minim Daposit Of S5,000.00 Par Tract, Seance In 30 Days

-

*FREE Heavy
Equipment Operator
Training Must be LAID
OFF, Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted Benefits.
Funding thru STATE
WIA Program. AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866.280-5836

not, tv,a,

turtf,. r astintarve ...tth Fan.
flou.ong Ad, ,Mstrg require-

JIMMIESram - CALSH
AUCTIONEER 1 REALESTATE BROKE'R •
1j 1 7.2E
FANCY FARM.KY- 270-623-8466

'Paralegal.

• or nahonal ongtn,

TRACT 1 - 6.73 ACRES • TRACT 2 - 6.72 ACRES
TRACT 3 - 6.71 ACRES • TRACT 4 - 38,67 ACRES
TRACT 5 - 29.54 ACRES • TRACT 6 - 29.13 ACRES
SELLING WITH A NEW CERTIFIED SURVEY'
NO BUYERS PREMIUM!!

Thee Steallalla iterstaurauut - ISeselallaa, KY
At The Jat Of Hwy 97 & Hwy 339

*ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home
'Medical. 'Business,

CONSTRUCTION

:
'
I:
:
...:
r .
:
a ,
rr -1
A f-4,f-=r--if0
-41TY:?. a==':;;;
Imer -

400

-

paying Aviation
Maintenance Career
FAA approved program Financial aid it
qualified- Housing
available Call Aviation
Institute of
Maintenance (888)3495387

460-9765
www CenturaOnline.co

Attorney Charles
Johnson 1-800-535-

A BEAUTIFUL.2 OR 3 SWIM. 1 112 BATH
BRICK HOME - 70'X72'BUILDING &
18.29 ACRES IN 4 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS

•AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train for high

Channels (3 months)
and $400+ new

HEALTH SERVICES
4101‘'''-

INSTFIUCTIONAL

Vvhy Pay More? FREE
Install kvi DVR (Up to 6
Rooms) FREE Movie

•DISH $19 99/mo,

& Stipples

male black lab pupas AKC Registered
id up to date on
ots (731)694-0238

•Vi.r
Agent:,
Earn $500 a clay, Great
Agent Benefits.
Commissions paid
daily, Liberal underwriting. Leads. Leads,
Leads LIFE INSURANCE. LICENSE
REQUIRED Call 1.
888-713-6020_

*Accounting, •Criminal
Justice_ Job placement
assistance. Computer
available Financial Aid
qualdied. Call 866-

www.harricauttioas.tom

Roo,:Estatte Auction
THE BOB &

ANNOUNCEMENTS
*DIVORCE With or
without Childrer $1 25
With FREE name
change documents
and marital settlement
agreement Fast and
Easy. Call us 24hrs;
7days 1-868-78g.
ttww CounDlyurceSers
ice com

FARM LOCATION New Hwy 80 Four Lane - Cook Store Trail
& Hwy 121 Mut•ay KY 4207' Coldwater Community!
•rom klurrey

Fou

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

0198,

I

NEAL ESTATE Tures

DMMERCIAL build
g for lease Free
anding building with.
Acing Great location
Murray 5350/per
anth Available now
ill now 615-478-4724
6-496-0062

I 29•9
(

fhursda,, February

WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates.
1414 Oakhill Dr..
t 45x175. quiet cul-desac. Call 978-0876 or

'59-5469

hollandmolorsales com
270-753-4461
SOO

Used Trucial
1995
F-250 Ford.
$3 600 435-4498

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! S30.00 3 months- carrier delivery 753-1916

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•BIH Trucking
Company Dnver
Trainees Needed' No
CDL- NO PROBLEM!
Earn up to $900/ week
Company endorsed
CDL Training Job
assistance Financial
assistance 888-780
5539
•CDt Class-A Training
Instructors Full Time
and Part Time for the
following Kentucky

locations Mayfield.
Madisonville,
Elizabethtown,
Shepherdsville,
Somerset & Maysville
Recent 2 year CDL
driving expenence. Fax
Resume to 502-9572454
•CDL-A: Flatbed
Dnvers Come Grow
Wrth Us! Have a prosperous 2010 at VVT1
Transport. Freight,
Great Benefits, Taking
care of our dnvers. Call
800-828-6452 www wlitransport.com
•Dnver One company
for ALL drivers! Van &
Flatbed- High Miles.
Great Equipment.
Variety of Runs. Class
A CDL. Western
Express, 888-801-5295
*DRIVERS CDL-A
Flatbed up to 41cprr
Good Home Time
$1 000 Sign-on bonus
Health, Dental. Vision
OTR expenence
Required No felonies.
800-441-4271 xKY-100
•Drivers- IMMEDIATE
NEED' OTR Tanker
positions available
NOW! CDL-A w/
Tanker REO'D.
Outstanding pay &
Benefits' Cali a
recruiter TODAY! 877-

484-3061 tetne/w.oaleeytransportcom
•Flatbed Company .1
0/0 Drivers Needed
0/0 Must have own
trailer and equipment.
Excellent pay &
Benefits, home weekends, low deadheao
mdes. Call M-F 8am4pm. 800-525-3383
ext. 106. WWV4 tlexpress.com
•FREE CDL Class-A
Training. Must be LAID
OFF, Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted benefits
Funding thru STATE
WiA Program. Must
rneet hinng
Requirements of Major
Trucking Companies.
TRUCK AMERICA
TRAINING 866-2443644
•PTL OTR Drivers.
NEW PAY PACKAGE'
Great Miles, Up to
41cpre 12 months
expenence required
No felony or DUI past 5
years_ 877-740-6262
www parinc.com

530
Services(Mersa

I

•

7 L&M •
- LAWN SERVICE-

Mewing, Manicuring.
Landscaping
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

75.
3-1816 227-0611
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Reetodeling
•Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Home. Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587

All Carpentry Const.
New homes, Additions,

Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors Vinyl
Siding.
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Home
Flepair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured

YOUR AD
. COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $73.00
A MONTH'
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 nowt soma
Res . Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - hig or small

753-9562

2010• 3B

530
tionices Offered
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal guner
cleaning, hauling, etc

Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFOFIDABLE Hauling Ciean
out garages. gutters.
unk & tree work
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe, and
work
track
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

FuTRELL'S Tree
SOPACR
Trimming, remove)
stump grinding, firewood insured

,k cs wAsiri
raiiACrall•I
• weekly & saeual
• kaailly iv. nedioperated
751-1151 • 293-2783
293-2744
Hamilton Granite
& Marble
330i St. at 121h1.
753-8087
1,1e1 \Lard.... •
.*,.4 1 la
I),sp!..tv

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so a,
risk
their
own
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger &
Times, nor any of its

employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks presand
sure
washed
stained 436-2228

Aenal BucketTra/k
insuree

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798

DAVIS Handywork's
Small home repairs,
garages, decks, siding,
remodeling. houses
built to surt 270-2279484

I I \It h's

1.1,11•C

frf

tta.
1_1 .11L

•Nlootiolt

%RN NE 141
FREE
ESTIMATES

(270473-9916

Over 25 years Cad

Don, Murray area
519-13570

489-283(i

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
PARTS

1)10 tvtdi

Simmon's Handyman

& Carpentny Service

It I

Iplolato
t "In
IN !Mt

4 VI; 1 •11111.1W
,
•

011iii

i..1...Atccut .1.

r 2711h227- 1 958
ML Garage Doors
installation, Repairs &
Maintenance on
garage doers 3, operators 293-2357

Horoscope

TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Barn.
Shingles.
(270)804-6884.
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estirpates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

tasting away

something
for free?
We will run
ti one day for free.
753-1916

Mar

by

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Feb. 12. 2010:
This year, you break past patterns arid also find a new way of
enhancing your finances. Still. be careful with spending. Try not to
be too frivolous. You often find others to te combative and touchy.
Learn to turn the other cheek and not take comments personally. If
you are single, you meet people with ease. Your popularity is high.
as is your charisma. Remember to stay sensitive to your sweetie, if
atta.ched. A relationship is a two-way street. Don't lose sight of that
fact. A fellow AQUARIUS reads you cold.
The Stars

Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
Positive; 3-Average 2-So-so: I -Difficult

5-Dynamic; 4-

ARIES (March 21-Aprii 19)
**** Zero in on what you want, anal don't do anything halfway. Be
clear about what you desire. Allow greater flow between you and others You laugh, and another person shares something special Don't
feel challenged by. someone s demeanor. Tonight: At the center of the
action.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You are on top of your game right now, and others seek you
out. They want to hear your opinions arid ideas. Be careful with a
volatile family member. Think positively atvout an offer. Clearly, someone looks up to you Tonight: A rnust appearance.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach oui for an expert and find daterent solutrons. Stretch
past rigid thinking, and understand and empathize with others. Your
light style can help avoid a confrortation Keep your eye on the bag
picture. Tonight- Hanging out
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Deal with one person directly. You don t always need to use
your funds and assets. Allow someone else to paoh in. You could see
a situation differently if you he back more ard allow someone else to
take the lead. Tonight, Opt for togetherness.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**it* You could be much angner than

you realize, If you find yourself easily triggered by a partner or friend. look vothin. How long have
you been keeping your feelings in' What is your obiective here'
Ultimately, expressing yourself in a gentler, more effective manner
works well. Tonight: Defer to someone else

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Take it easy and just focus on

one item at a time. You will

accomplish rnore and become less frustrated. What is important ts
that you complete everything you must. Accept a co-woricers sugges-

tion. Tonight Start the weekend weli
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your imagination often has no limits. Realize what is happening with a friend who could be very hostile. The real issue is. What
do you want to do about it" Perhaps being gracious and lust letting
go couid be important. Tonight: Let your hair down.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might not understand

why a boss is so demanding. You
could wonder about what needs to happen within a friendship. Create
greater give-and-take between you and this person. Focus on your
security. Tonight. Happay heading horne.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** A dialogue is enlightening and

lets you know. finally, where
sorneone is coming from. You could be more bred than you realize.
Slow down if a meeting or get-together feels like too much. Tonight!
Nap and then decide
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Someone could be difficult and tired. Logic simply might not
work. Don't be surprised by a temper tantrum. You realize how frustrated someone really is through his or her reaction. A gesture could
make all the difference. Tonight. Treat yoursett

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Reach out for others. though someone's sarcasm could set
you back. You don't need to take this person's comments personally.
Rather. stay on top of your game. and let go of this person's semiinsulting style. Tonight: As you like.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Work with one other person at a time. You could feel that a
co-worker is pushing you way beyond your limits. Practice using the
word "no" and establish better boundaries. You could be quite tired
and drawn. Tonight! Take some much-needed personal time.
BORN TODAY
16th U S president Abraham Lincoln (1809)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.corn.
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

0 0

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Murray City Council approved
e iesolutnen authonzing Murray
Mayor Freed Curd to sIgn an
application for financial assistance to begin the East CaIloa ay
County Water Project
Published is a picture of Paul
Radke explaining plans for the
upcoming Relay for Life to be
May 6-7 ai the Murray State
University Roy Stewart Stadium.
Michelle Hansen presented an
update on Big Brothers Big Sisters at a meeting of the Garden
Department ot the Murray
Woman's Club
20 years ago
Published is a pieture of Fern
Smith, director of Glendale Road
Church of Chnst Clothes Ministry.. taking time between appotntments to hang up some clothes
This ministry' was started in 1965
in the basement ot- the 7th &
Poplar Church of Christ The
photo was by Staff Photographer Todd O. Ross.
Births reported include a girl
to Jeanne and Mark Parris, a boy
to Knsty and Joe Meyer, a boy
to Ramona and Kevin C'onner
and a girl to Regina and David
Wiltiams, Feb k..
hiargaret Taylor presented a
lesson on 'Green Houses, Sun
Roonts, and Garden Windows'
at a meeting of the Harns Grove
Homemakers Club at the Ellis
Center.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray-Calloway
County
Park
employees moving the second of
three-year-old wooden picnic shelters at the oid Murray City Park.
The shelters will be replaced with
new all-metal structureaThe photo
was by Staff Photographer Debbie N. Lee.
Res. Jerry. Norsworthy has
started his third year as pastor
of Blood River Baptist Church.
Murray. High School Lady
Tigers lost 69-61 to Marshall
County Lady Marshals in a has-

kethall game Nigli team scorers
were Tonya Alexander for the
Lady Tigers and Lori Barret for
the Lady Marshals.
40 years ago
Nonta Ann Cassity. student at
Calloway County High School,
is the winner of the $25 bond
in the Conservation Cornea( sponsored by the Couner-Journal and
Louisville Times.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Spann
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs Frank
Pogue. Feb. 6; a boy to Mr and
Mrs W A. Erwin, Feb. 7.
Murray State University Racers won 76-70 over Tennessee
Tech Golden Eagles in a haskethall giune Claude Virden a as high
scorer tor the Racers
50 years ago
Ground was broken Feb. 8
tor the nes,. men's dormitory at
Murray State College in the
Orchard Heights area on the north
side of Chestnut Street
George L. C'ompton of Murray was promoted to Specialist
Ftve at Fort Riley, Kan., where
he is a member of the First Infantry
Division of thc United States
Army.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost 96-87 to Morehead Eagles in a basketball game
at Morehead. Gene Herndon was
high scorer for Murray.
60 years ago
"fhe Quill and Scroll International Honor Society for high
school journalism students has
accepted four Murray High Sshool
seniors as members who are Clegg
Austin, William Srnith, Mary Ann
Undewood and Lochie Faye Hart.
In Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament,
Hazel Lions won 44-28 over Murray Training Colts and Lynn
Grove Wildcats won 57-37 over
sey Eagles. High team scorers were Lamb for Hazel, Waldrop for Nfurray Training. Parks
and Howand for Wildcats and
Usrey for Eagles.

COMICS / FEATURES
Man prefers to play host
instead of being a guest
DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Kent," and I enjoy entertaining. We often throw birthdio;
parties for friends, as well as
holiday parties and dinners
and
barbecues
during the
s u 111 e .
The problem
is, whenever
we
receive an
Dear Abby invitation to
attend
a
By Ab(gail
gathenng at
Van Buren
someone
else's hornz,
Kent responds with, 'Ask noem
to come here.' I think this is
rude because our friends are
just reciprocating.
This issue came up twice
Tast week. When I asked Kent
why he doesn't like to go to
our friends' homes, he says he
prefers to entertain in his own
house. I don't think it is good
manners to ask a host to move
the party to our home.
Incidentally, when we do
go, Kent always enjoys himself, so it's not social anxiety.
and he's definitely not shy.
Would you tell me if I'm making too much of this? -EMBARRASSED IN ALASKA
DEAR EMBARRASSED: I
don't think so. While your husband's impulse to host the party
might seem generous the first
few times the offer is extended -- after a while the burden
of gratitude can hang heavy
and destroy friendships. That's
why it is important for people to be able to reciprocate
-- and for others to allow them

Today In Nistary
By The Associated Press
Today, is Thursday. Fee i I,
the 42nd day of 2010 There are
323 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight ;n History:
On Feb. 11, 1960, -Tonight
Show" host Jack Paar stunned his
audience by walking ()ft the program in a dispute with NBC over
its decision to censor an &nee.dote he'd quoted the night before
having to do with a misunderstanding over the British terrn
"W.C." (short for "water closet,"
or bathroom). Despite his very
public resignation, Paas returned
to the Tonight Show less than a
month later.
On this date:
In 1812. Massachusetts Gov.
Ethridge Gerry signed a re-districting law- favonng his patty —
giving nse to the terra "gerrymandering."
In 185S, a French girl.
E3
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Bernadette Soubirous soo-heeR00'). reported the first of IS
visions of a lady dressed ir white
in a g;rotto near Lourdes. (The
Catholic Church later accepted that
the visions were to the Virgin
Mary..1
In 18f)1. President-elect Abraham Lincoln departed Springfield.
Ili. for Washington.
In 1929, the Lateran Treaty
WiLS signed, with Italy reoognizing the independence and sovereignty of Vatican City..
1n /937. a six-week-old sitdown strike against General Motors
ended. with the company agreeing to recognize the United Automobile Workers Union.
In 1945. Presideat Franklin D
Roosevelt. British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill and Soviet
leader Josef Stalin signed ihe Yalta
Agreemero dunng World War IL
in 1975, Margaret Thatcher was

elected leader of Bntaina. opposition Conservative Party.
In 1979. followers of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini (hohNIA1--neei seized power in Iran.
In 1989, Reverend Barbara C.
Harris became the first woman
consecrated a, a bishop in ihe
Episcopal Church. in a veremony
held in Boston
In 1990, South Afbcar. black
activist Nelson Mandela was freed
after 27 years in captivity'.
Ten years ago. The space shuttle Endeavour thundered away from
Cape Canaveral on a mission to
map the world as never before.
Bntain stripped Northern Ireland's
Notestant-Catholic govemment
pOWCT in a bid to prevent its collapse over the IRA's refusal to
disarm. French movie director
Roger Vadim troh-ZHAY' vahDEEM' died in PaTiS at age 72.
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Gott enters the 21st century
Da. kR DR. t FIT: Do you fess yet again that I 's e been rather
has,
: ail maw,' online
other- proud all these years to be a
,le, oi ;nisi volnions ' in the past member of the Lead Pencil Club
month or two, and a technoptiobc, as well. 1
I think you befgan my eolumn with a pad of
had d column paper in front ot me, answering
entry that dis- every question that has appeared
iny column. And. believe it or
cussed
the
condition rioi. I still do just that Medicine
known
as is my field of expertise. not
trigger finger_ machinery. My office staff, which
In the past does some research on my behalf.
two weeks, ha.s backed mc against a wall and
my husband demanded my entry into the comhas had a puter age After what has seemed
Dr. Gott flare-up of like an excessively long period
oi pieparation. I am pleased to
this condition
By
tie is 47, and announce that my colurnn is now
at
Dr. Peter Gott his 78-year- available
old
mother t4',A, AskDrGottarlD.com 1 am
aware of my name and matenal
also suffers with trigger finger.
Any advice OT expenence from appearing on several other sites,
you or my fellow readersawriters however, this is the only "official" site.
would be welcomed. Thank you
l'aking on the formai of a
DEAR READER: First. lei
me discuss your husband's con- newspaper column, it will condition, and 111 expand on your tain new matenal and columns
from the past, You can seaxch for
inquiry' from there_
As you are aware, tngger fin- information on specific diseases
ger is a condition in which a fin- and illnesses through dates of pub
ger joint catches in a bent posi- lication and cart follow what
tion The joint appears as though guest columnists have to say Or.
thc person has pulled the trigger a variety uf medical topics. My
of a gun. When the finger unlocks, initial plan is to run guest columns
it ',sips back suddenly. as if rekas- weekly, beginning on Sundays
ling that trigger, thus the ruune. Health Reports can be reviewed
Accompanying pain can often be by title with readers being directcontrolled by icing and splinting ed to download and print out an
or overdhe-counter Advil, Aleve, order blank for forwarding to the
Motnn and similar products When fulfillment center's address 111
OTC, fail to provide satisfactory Ohio Then there is a contact page
results, it's tont to consult a physi- for readers to write to me through
cian to determine the next step, the Web site with their questions
which might he a cortisone injec- and concerns. I WeICOTTIC input,
tion or surgical release under local both positive and negative.
To test your question on trig
anesthesia. The procedure is relatively comrnon, and your pri- ger finger. I called up the site.
mary-care physician should be typed in the words "trigger finable to direct you to a local sur- ger" and was immediately dtrectgeon who can provide relief
ed to my March 3 l, 2009. colNow, for the second part of umn titled "Recuning Trigger Finyour inquiry. I have been hold- ger Difficult to Treat." You can
ing on to your letter for a num- do the. same and review my eumber of months. awaiung my entry ments RAU that column.
into the 21st century. 1 must con-

t

•••
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating a tnan for four years
I told him I am ready to end
our relationship if he isn't ready
to get married within thc next
year.
Two months ago, he gave
me a beautiful 2 I/2-carat diamond ring and announced to
family and friends that we are
engaged. He has not discussed
any' wedding plans, but he says
the wedding will be within the
time frame I am asking for.
I went to a jeweler today
to have the band on my ring
enlarged a bit and was told
that my stone is not a real
diamond. Abby, this man owns
his own buSiness and is
wealthy! He spends thousands
on golf trips every year and
just spent a great deal of money
on high-end house furnishings.
My head is spinning. I am
embarrassed to tell anyone of
this fraud. What is your take
on this? Do I confront him'?
Am I fooling myself thinking
that this man truly wants to
marry me? -- DUMBFOUNDED OR JUST DUMB? IN
FLORIDA
DEAR DUMBFOUNDED:
My "take" on this is that your
fiance was trying to pull a
fast one. If he would behave
this wavr about your engagement ring. what else would he
be less than honest about in
the future?
Whether you *confront" him
or not depends upon how you
define the word. If it were
me. I'd remain calm.. tell him
what rd learned and how,
ten to what he had to say and
take my cue from that.
•••
DEAR
ABBY:
Please
remind your readers that a nice
thing to do on Valentine's Day
r; to go to a veteran's hospital to visit the veterans who
are there -- especially those
from World War II, whose
numbers are dwindling. The
wards generally have parties
going on for them. Try to attend.
You'll find a group of very .
appreciative people there -SERVICE. OFFICER, AMERICAN LEGION POST IN
MAINE
DEAR OF'FICER: Thank
you for a terrific suggestion.
Valentine's Day -- with all the
marketing that goes with it - can be one of the most
depressing days of the year
for singles. A sure way to keep
the blues away is to do something nice for someone else.
What you're proposing not only'
fits that category, but also provides a way to meet other
genetous-hearted people. What
better way to spend this coming Sunday afternoon?

Contract Bridge
North dealer
Roth sides %AUK-raffle_
NORTH
4
qP.AQ108
111K95 1
4. A K 3
WEST
EAST
.5
410 8 6 2
•7 6 5 2
RIP K 4
•.1 7 6
*AOKI
4.1 10 9 7 4
41.) 8 2
SOUTH
•AKU.1 9 7
Ill 9 3
•10 4
.5
The bidding:
North
East
South West
I•
Pass
1•
Pass
2•
Pass
4•
Opening !cad -- jack of ciubs.
Part of tile skill in dummy play
consists of giving as little information as possible to the defenders
about your hand. For example, take
this deal where South is in four
sriades.
First let's have him play the hand
incorrectly. lie wins the club lead
with the king and cashes the ace, discarding a diamond lie then plays
four rounds of truinps and finesses
the jack of hearts, losing to the kir.g.
East doesn't have io be a genius to
know that he should now cash the
ace of diamonds to hold South to I I

tricks.
At rhea point, Las: can count ilia!
declarer has seven trump tricks, the
A-K of clubs and the three bear
tricks visible in dummy' for a total of
12 Lricks. So it becomes obvious to
East that if he doesn't cash the diamond act:, it will go down the drain.
Now let's go hark and have South
play his cards a bit less revealingly.
He wins the club in dummy and
leads a spade to the ace.(There is no
good rea.son to take, an immediate
discard on the ace of clubs, which
would reveal that South started with
only OT1C
Declarer next leads the three of
hearts to the queen. He dods not
extract trumps first, which would
disclose his trump holding. A[so, he
ckx.ts not lead the jack of hearts. He
allows each defender to think that the
other might have the jack and Lhat
dummy's hearts might therettre not
be solid.
East wias the heart gams with
the king kat does not know that he
must now cash the ace of diamonds
or lose it. From East's point of view,
West thig,ht have the intennechate
hearts. so bau may return a spade or
a club.
It is true that ori this deal only 30
points are at stake, but there's rio
harni m perfecting your techntque
fiu those TOM'S when it really matters.

romorrow: !lidding quo.
.•
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Crosswords
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,NOTICED T-IAT
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YOu AAvEr4'"r SECALLSE 'MEP
• mateloteo
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CANNER
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50 Rapier
51 Brink
53 Prevailed upon
55 Packied enveloPe
58 Carmaker's woe
61 Sighs of distress
62 Faint glow
64 Sundance Kid's
gal
65 Derisive snort
66 Resist boldly
67 Tokyo. formerly

1 Small shot
4 Light rain
8 Hem up
11 Line o,n a rnap
13 Greenish-blue
14 Ms. Hagen
15 Orchard pests
17 Jostled
19 Brainy
21 -- kwon
22 Mumbai attire
24 Hindu title
26 Whale like
Sharnu
29 TrOley sound
31 Oklahoma city
33 Loud thud
34 Beside or near
35 Temporary job
37 Woof!
39 Pharaoh's god
40 Shank's mare
42 Bring action
44 Clumsy sort
46 Olive --48 Vocalist —
Sumac

Answer to Previous Puzzle
FiL A I
N
t“DIA
O ILY
OiR B
B EES
ROE
GIE
S
S C E N1E
T'S
H A S_LT A
I IL
I 00 L
FEIL
- -4 —
KlN E
K I 0
N0D
LI I iBIE RA L
AC N
M T S
O RLON
IA
LABEL

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Half a bikini
Early jazz
Largest desert
Taii ship's features
Brainpower
meas
Fill-in
Well-disciplined
Deluxe
When Paris sizzles

E0N
T,E S
2-11 C 2cilc, united Feature Syndicate Inc
10 Bankroll
12 Chopping veggies
15 Fond — Lac
18 L ong March
leader
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9

26

7

4

32

PlEAINULITSCH3'

•

35
SOMETIMES LIE AWAKE AT
NIEHT, AND A VOICE ASKS
'"
'OID YOU TAKE YOUR PILLS.

SO I 5AY ° PILLS? L.4.4.4A7
PiLL5 7' I DON'T TAKE
AN' PILLS "

THEN THE VOICE SAYS
° SORRY WE CAN'T KEEP
TRACK OF EVERY THIN&

4o

43
'1

18

4

51
55

56

s.

2

54
59 60

7

63
65

5

20 Mesozoic. for
one
22 Bring to a boil
23 Let out a skirt
25 Potato st.
27 A la --28 Stun
30 New draftees
32 Place of
refuge
36 Dude
38 VVeol coat
41 Loud
43 Outback bed
45 Make current
47 — Keane of
"Family
Circus49 Vast assortment
52 Medieval quaff
54 Fridge manutacIurer
55 Wild crowd
56 Gleeful cry
57 Feel sorry
about
59 British inc.
60 Thai language
63 Diamond loc
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